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Preface

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a method for scheduling
Strategic Air Command's fleet of air refueling tanker aircraft
perform more than one aerial refueling mission per flight.

to

The need for

a new scheduling program was driven by the ever increasing demand for
aerial refueling support.

The number of tankers could not keep pace

with the demand.
A method was developed for scheduling tankers to perform more than
one refueling on a single mission.
programs and a mixed integer package.
were never automated,

It

entails the use of original
Although the original programs

the algorithms for developing the programs are

provided.
In performing the research and in the writing of this thesis I have
been blessed with a great deal of help from others.

I am deeply

indebted to my thesis advisors, Lt Col T. F. Schuppe and Lt Col W. F.
Rowell; without their continuing patience, sound advice, mercy, and many
hours of sacrifice I would never have completed this thesis.

I wish to

thank Lt Col R. McElhinney and Maj E. Martin at SAC Head Quarters for
their assistance and cooperation in providing the necessary information
to develop this thesis.

And to my wife,

thank you,

without

understanding and love I would have never had the strength to endure.

Harry C. Hostler
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Abstract

"'

This thesis determined a way to schedule SAG a air refueling tanker
fleet to perform,
flight.

if necessary,

more than one refueling mission during a

A preemptive goal programming approach was adopted using three

priority levels.
assignment

The basic formulation was that of the generalized

problem.

Three objectives

had to be consideied

when

perfor.ming the task, maximize the number tanker requests satisfied,
maximize the number of category B requests satisfied, and minimize the
total flight time to perform all of the missions.
A preprocessor was developed to transform the inputs from the
tanker and receiver scheduling units into a usable format to be executed
Oy the mixed integer programming package.

This preprocessor determined

all of the possible refuelings that could take place, computed the
flight times of the missions, and determined all of the variables to be
used in the constraints and objective functions.
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AIR REFUELING TANKER SCHEDULING
I.

Introduction

Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is

to develop a method of scheduling

Strategic Air Command's (SAC) KC-135 and KC-10 air refueling tanker
fleet to accomplish more airborne refuelings without increasing. the
number of sorties these planes must fly.
The current scheduling system used by Strategic Air Command (SAC)
assigns one tanker to refuel one receiver.

Units that desire an in-

flight refueling submit a request for a tanker.

Some requests can not

be satisfied because the number of requests is greater than the number
of available tank%rs.

To decrease the number of requests that are not

satisfied, SAC would like a computer scheduling program that has the
flexibility to schedule,

as necessary,

a tanker to perform one mission

that refuels two receivers.
Background
The KC-135 Stratotanker and KC-1O Extender aircraft provide inflight refueling for a host of Air Force aircraft as well as Navy,
Marine,

and some foreign aircraft.

single Department of Defense agency

Strategic Air Command (SAC) is the
tasked with the responsibility of

managing and scheduling the aerial tanker fleet.
Several advantages are to be gained by airborne refueling.
obvious one is extended range.

Another advantage is promptness.

An
For

example, with in-flight refueling, fighter aircraft can fly non-stop

9I
frum the east coast of the United States to Saudi Arabia in 15 hours
rather than the 47 hours required by landing enroute to refuel.

I

refueling airborne,

By

combat planes can avoid reliance on other countries

for land-based refueling stations.

Another benefit is security; combat

aircraft can be based in safe areas.
The KC-135 first entered the Air Force inventory in 1956.

Its

mission was to extend the range of SAC's B-52 strategic bomber force
(1:1).

Today, nearly every major aircraft purchased by the Air Force
There are nearly 10,00

can be refueled while airborne.

aircraft in the

Air Force inventory capable of being refueled it, flight. This number is
five times larger than the number of aircraft 20 years ago that were
refuelable (1:1),
While the number of aircraft requiring Inflight refueling (receivers) has grown considerably,

the fleet of tankers has actually shrunk.

"The present fleet of KC-135 tankers consist of 642 aircraft, nearly 200
fewer than 20 years ago.

The Air Force Reserve andA

manage 128 of these aircraft.

Along with the KC-135,

GIW-r

there are 51 KC-10

aircraft in the inventory with another nine remaining to be delivered
(16).
The availability of tankers has not kept pace with the growing
demand for refuelings.
increased,

As the operational demand for tankers has

so have the training sorties to prepare for these missions.

Complicating matters is the tanker aircraft versatility.

Approxi-

mately thirty percent of the KC-135"s and crews are committed to "stand
alert" in support of SAC's strategic bombers.

PP42

The nearly 200 tankers on

daily alert are not available to perform other missiono.
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percent ot the tanker tleet is not availabli
duled maintenance,

and major overhauls.

because ot

Also,

repairs,

the location ot man)

tanker bdses lImitS their availability to pertorm refuelings.
the tanker aircraft are co-located
northern

scht-

Host of

with strategic bomber uniti in

the

portions of the CONUS (Continental United States) while a

majority of the non-strategic

aircraft

retuelings in southern CONUS locations.

perform

their training

and

Refueling requests in these

southern locations are often declined because the distance a tanker must
fly to support the refueling is

too great (11).

Rather than increasing the number of tankers to offset the tanker
shortages,

the existing KC-135A's are being reengined to increase the

amount of fuel available for delivery to receiver aircraft.

The 128

tankers flown by the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve have been
reengined with more fuel efficient engines making these KC-135Es equivalent to 1.2 KC-135As ih fuel delivery.

The active Air Force KC-135As

ai-e being fitted with new engines that mak.
e each of
aircraft, KC-135R, equivalent to 1.5 KC-135As.

reengined

By the mid 1990s it ii

expected that the entire fleet of KC-135As will have been reengined.
The KC-1O is

considered the equivalent of three KC-135As (1:24).

Scheduling,

Headquarters

Strategic

Application Division (HQ SAC/DO8A)
the scheduling of KC-135A,
aircraft

on a quarter-by-quarter

is the overall peace time manager for

KC-135E,

with CONUS refueling

KC-135R,

requests

basis.

Air Command Tanker Operations

(1:2).

'I

submits

their

Scheduling

To accomplish

receiver unit submits its quarterly requests
tanker unit

and KC-1O air refueling

available

3

is

performed

the scheduling,

each

for tanker support and e.ich

tankers

for

the quarter.

HQ

SAC/D0dA then matches the available tankers with the requests.

One

0atched againbt one tanker request.

available tanher is

Not all of the scheduling is

directly performed

The

by DO8A.

individual tanker units can directly schedule up to 75 percent of their
rufuelings with the receiver units to ensure that each tanker unit
must have to meet crew

receives the necessary types of retueliags it
training requirements.

Thuý;

.,ankerb thut are scheduled by the local
tankers.

unit are referred to as preciordinated

submits its quarterly available tankers to DrSA, it
its precoordinated tankers

also advises DOBA of

for the quarter.

fiscal year

Each quarter,

When a tanker unit

DO8A would host a three

1986 and before,

day air refueling conference to bring together schedulers
tanker and receiver

units.

Prior to each conference.

the tentative quarterly refueling schedule
receiver

unit's

By

inputs.

bringing

from the

DO8A would build

based on the tanker and

the schedulers

fac.;-to-face,

receiver schedulcrs could negotiate the generition nf Additional available

tankers

tentative

to

receivers

refuel

schedule.

that

were

not

Due to budget cuts the

satisfied
conferences

in

the
were

discontinued in fiscal year 1987 (10).
Following the discontinuation of the conferences the number of
requests that are unscheduled have increased while the actual number of
requests made have remained constant.

Each quarter an average of less

than 500 tanker requests were unfilled when the air rerueling conferences were conducted.

Since cancellation,

the average number of unfilled

requests has increased to 765 per quarter.
unfilled

m%

requests DO8A is

interested in

To decrease the number of
the possibility of 3 tanker

periorming a retueling against one receiver and then satistying a amcond
request.

Rather

than one tanker &astitying

just one request,

they are

interested in the possibility of one tanker satisfying two requetts
(13).
During fiscal year 1986 the average quarterly number of tanker
requests was 7733 of which 5393 had been precoordinated.

Of the 2340

requests that were not precoordinated there were 2234 tankers made
availaule.

An average uf 493 requests were unfilled per quarter (13).

Daily. an %verage of 90 tankers were precoordinated,
tankers were made,
ings.

39 requests for

and only 30 tankers were made available for refuel-

Available tankers were fairly evenly distributed throughout

week days while requests for tankers were heaviest

the

for Tuesday through

Thursday (13).
HQ SAC/DO8A schedules the available tankers to the air rcfueling
requests with the aid of a 1950's vintage Honeywell 60C0 computer.

The

compuLer

program schedules one ranker request against one receiver

request.

The scheduling of tankers to receivers is

transportation problem.

formulated as a

A procedure presented by Ford and Fulkerson,

in

a Management Science article, is used to solve the problem (7).
Optimization

for matching

the available

tankers to receiver

requests is by minimizing the flight times the tankers must fly from
their home base to the air refueling area.
Shortfalls in the Current Software.

The current scheduling program

used by HQ SAC/DO8A has many significant shortfalls.

When the program

was written in the early 1970s the scheduling of one tanker to refuel
one request was adequate.

It

was not envisioned at the time that major

5

changes in the way tankers are scheduled would be needed.

Also,

other

factors that should be considered when scheduling are not accounted for
in the current program.

Furthermore,

the scheduling program's design

does not easily lend itself to major modifications and additions.
The scheduling program was written in JOVIAL in the early 1970's.
The Air Force has since disc.ttinued use of JOVIAL as a programming
4I

language and only uses JOVIAL to maintain programs that were written in
the language.

The program code does nct employ the use of structured

programming techniques making it
flow of logic.

difficult to read and understand the

Documentation is minimal.

Since the program was written

several years ago, numerous updates have been made to it.
further complicate the program code.

These updates

Updates to the program have not

kept pace with'changes in regulations and policies.
documentation and poor coding techniques,

Due to lack of

the extensive modifications

needed to schedule a tanker against two refuelings would be difficult.
The computer lacks the temporary memory space necessary to permit
expansion of the current scheduling program.
all of the temporary memory space is

When running the program

absorbed due the size of the

program (12).
The primary use of the computer is
Since HQ SAC/DO8A uses the computer
the lowest user priority.
must often come in

to run Top Secret material.

to run unclassified data they have

In order to gain access to the computer they

on weekends and late at night.

users are running certain levels of classified data,

When other computer
HQ SAC/DO8A is

not

permitted to access the computer (11).
Minimizing the total flight time of all the tankers from the tanker

6
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base to the ARCP, as is

the overall flight time.

currently done,

It

will not necessarily minimize

is possible for an air refueling area tc be

near the base but the direction of the refueling track takes the tanker
further from the base.

After completing its refueling,

then have an extensive distance to return to the base.

the tanker may
A tanker from

another base may have a longer time to fly to the refueling area than
the tanker that is scheduled,
return to the base.

but,

it may have a shorter flight time to

The total mission length may be less for the latter

tanker to perform the refueling than for the tanker that was actually
scheduled.
When the scheduling program was written, fuel availability and cost
were not driving factors in scheduling aircraft.
if

It

was of no concern

a tanker completed its assigned refueling mission far from the base

since a navigational training leg could be flown to make use of the time
to fly back to the base.

Since the prograin was written, requirements

for navigational training legs have been changed due to fuel costs and
it

cannot be readily assumed that a tanker can automatically be placed

in a position to fly a navigational training leg.

Minimizing the flight

time to return from the refueling area has become critical.

Of primary

concern to many unit schedulers is to fly as many missions as possible
and expend as little time as possible per mission,
Each request for a tanker is

prioritized based on the type of

training mission to be conducted by the receiver aircraft.
traini,.g

.)-ormal recurring air refueling training.

training is in support of formal course training, exeicises,

Category A
Category B
predeploy-

went air refueling, deployments, redeployments, rotations, and tests

7

(1:2-3).

Category B training has a higher priority than A (11).

current scheduling program does not consider
training.

the priority

The

of the

Often, to insure that the category B refuelings are accom-

plished, receiver units will precoordinate these requests with tanker
units.

Specific Problem
Primary Objective.
is

The specific problem to be addressed by this thesis

that the number of air refueling requests that are not satisfied is

too high and needs to be reduced.
is

To satisfy more requests,

HQ SAC/DO8A

interested in a scheduling program that can schedule one available

tanker to satisfy two requests and also schedule a precoordinated tanker
to a second request.
Today,

with the greater demand on tanker resources,

scheduling one

tanker to one request does not meet the demand for tankers.

Also,

with

the increased fuel delivery capability of the reengined KC-135s and the
addition of the KC-lOs,

the possibility of a tanker performing more than

one refueling per mission is
Subobjectives.

greatly increased.

The primary subobjectives

are

to correct

the

shortfalls in the current software program used by HQ SAC/DO8A.

The

current program does not give category B requests higher priority

than

category A.

Also,

the current program only minimizes the flight times

to the air refueling areas.
designed to minimize fuel,

Because current scheduling policies are

the total flight time of the mission must be

considered.
Often when a receiver unit submits a request for a tanker they do
not have in mind a specific time the refueling has to be accomplished.

8

The receiver unit simply desires e refueling sometime during the day or
possibly anytime at night.

However, when the request is submitted to HQ

SAC/DOSA the scheduling program requires an exact time to be specified.
The request would sometimes go unscheduled because a tanker was not
available for the specified time.

A tanker may have been available at

another time that would have met the receiver unit's desires.

As a

means of considering the receiver unit's desires, the scheduling program
should allow the receiver unit to submit either an exact time for the
refueling or submit a time window in which they desire the refueling to
be accomplished.
Another

objective

is

to avoid the problems that degrade the

usefulness of the current programming code, which does not allow for
ease in expansion or major modifications.

Programming techniques are

available that make a program easier to understand,
and permit ease in major modifications.

9

allow for expansion,

I
II. Literature Review
This

literature

regulations
receivers.

that

review

must

begins

by

be considered

looking at

the

when scheduling

rules

and

tankers

to

Next, an explanation of the current method used by Head

Quarters Strategic Air Command Tanker Operations Applications Division
(HQ SAC/DO8A) to schedule tankers is given.

After examining the current

system, two approaches to solving the scheduling task are examined.
Pertinent Rules and Regulations
Air Refueling Management,

Air Force Regulation 55-47,

is

the

primary regulation used by HQ SAC/DO8A for the scheduling of tankers to
requests.

It also governs the responsibilities of the tanker and the

receiver unit schedulers. Almost all of the information that pertain to
the scheduling task is contained in this regulation.

The pertinent

information is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Category B refuelings havc a higher priority than category A
refuelings (3:3).
Information to be imcluded when requesting a tanker (3:5).
Information to be included in the available tanker and
precoordinated tanker reports (3:4).
A tanker unit can precoordinate up to 75 percent of its daily
tanker sorties (3:2).
Consideration should be given to limit the amount of time a
tanker expends in non-refueling phases of flight (3:4).

Air refueling operations are normally conducted on established air
refueling tracks.

The locations and the availability times of these

tracks

have been precoordinated

(ARTCC)

(2:4-1).

An established
flight time is

restriction that must be considered when computing

that a tanker must arrive at the Air Refueling Control

10

Im

with Air Traffic Control Centers

Point (ARCP)

(ARCT)

at least 15 minutes prior to the Air Refueling Control Time

(4:4-7).

Current Scheduling System
The scheduling system currently used by HQ SAC/DO8A schedules one
tanker to one receiver by minimizing the sum of the flight times to the
air refueling areas.
The approach used for solving the scheduling task is based on a
procedure presented by Ford and Fulkerson in a 1956 Management Science
article (7).

In the article, a procedure is demonstrated for solving a

transportation problem that has several locations with surpluses to be
distributed among locations with shortages.

The procedure is based on

Kuhn's "Hungarian Method" for the assignment problem.

The procedure was

originally designed to solve maximal flow problems in networks. The
purpose of the article is to show how the procedure can be used to solve
Hitchcock's transportation problem (5:24-32),
The procedure uses two matrices, a cost matrix and a zero matrix.
The cost matrix is made up of the different costs that would be incurred
in moving a unit of supply from a source to a location.

The zero matrix

is the same size as the cost matrix and has no values entered except for
the current allocation of supplies and the possible locations for the
future allocation of supplies.
The cost matrix is used to determine the most likely locations on
the zero matrix to allocate the supplies.

The zero matrix examines the

most likely locations to determine if

the corresponding sink has a

shortage and surplus available at the corresponding source.

After the

zero matrix has allocated the supplies as much as possible, the cost
11.

matrix is

revisited to deterzmine new locations to assign surplus.

Allocations continue until all surpluses and shortages are zero.
For scheduling tankers to requests,

the tankers are considered to

be the sources and the requests as the sinks with the shortage.

Each

surplus location (tanke:)

starts with a surplus of one unit to be

allocated to the requests.

Each request is treated as a sink with the

shortage being the number of tankers desired by the request-

If the

number of available tankers does not equal the demand for tankers, dummy
tankers or dummy requests with demand are added as necessary to make
them equal.

The cost matrix is made up of the distances the tanker

would have to fly from its home base to reach the refueling area of the
request.

If the area is beyond the allowable distance to send a tanker,

the distance is set to a value of 9999 (7).
The approach presented by Ford and Fulkerson does an adequate job
of solving the scheduling task of having each tanker perform one
refueling. Since the approach is intended to solve a transportation
problem with a surplus of more than one,

it is not very efficient when

all of the sources start with a value of one.

The actual description of

scheduling task more closely resembles a generalized assignment problem
which allows each request to be assigned more than one tanker.

Ignizio

presents a much simpler procedure to perform the current scheduling task
(9:333-337).
The task of scheduling a tanker to perform more than one refueling
presents some problems that the procedure outlined by Ford and Fulkerson
could not solve in its current state.

Provision is not made for the

tanker to either satisfy one or two requests.

This is the same as

12

%'

6 N .6

iI
saying that one resource can satisfy two shortages.

Also,

the numbeK

of shortages must equal the number of surpluses for the procedure to
work; a tanker can be assigned to satisfy either one or two requests,
should the tanker be counted as one or two surplus resources?

Approaches to the Desired Schedule
HQ SAC/DO8A has stated three primary objectives to be considered
when performing the scheduling task (10).
satisfy as

many

requests as possible,

The three objectives are to
satisfy

as many category

B

refuelings as possible, and minimize the total flight time for all of

the tankers.
The objectives to be achieved when scheduling tankers to requests
can be solved using either a single-objective approach or a multipleobjective approach.
A single-objective approach would incorporate all of the objectives
one objective function.

To do this,

all of the objectives would be

expressed in terms of a single measure. The advantage of the singleobjective approach is

that it

the feasible region (6:19).

seeks to find the optimal solution within
By having one objective function,

problem only needs to be solved once.

the

Other advantages to the use of

single objective functions are described by Ignizio:
Historically, it was the first
to be developed and thus has
received considerably more exposure, been put to more use, and
generally considered to be at a relatively higher level of
refinement. (9:19)
Also,

the single-objective

approach is

course of action is well defined, namely,

appropriate when the best

the alternative that maximizes

or minimizes a well-defined (scalar-value) objective function (14:133).

13

The single-objective approach requires determination of a credible
weight that expresses each of Lhe scheduling objectives by using a
single measure (9:374).
it

A problem with finding a single measure is that

may not be appropriate to exprm-.• all of the objectives in terms of

one common measure.

With the objectives of maximizing satisfied

requests and minimizing flight time it is difficult to express requests
and flight time in terms of a single measure.

The measure must show how

much more important satisfying a request is to a decrease in flight
time.

That is,

each request is equal to "X' number of hours of flight

time, or an hour of flight time is equal to "Y" requests.

Somehow, a

measure must be developed that would be equivalent to saying that "X"
number of requests equates to "Y" number of category B requests which
equates to `Z" number of flying hours.
After a common measure is determined,
can be formulated and solved.

the single objective problem

The optimum solution that is produced is

only as credible as the weights assigned to each of the objectives.
When more than one objective must be considered in determining a
solution, it

is sometimes difficult to define what is the best solution.

The multiple-objective approach is

ideal when "no single objective

function can adequately serve to compare the difference in desirability
among feasible solutions" (14:133).

A multiple-objective problem does

not result in an optimal solution as does the single-objective approach.
Rather,

a "most preferred" solution is achieved (14:135).

Goal Programming is a multi-objective approach that strives toward
several objectives simultaneously (8:172).
programming

approach,

(sometimes

known

By use of a preemptive goal
as

lexicographical

goal
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programming) each of the objectives are prioritized
perceived

importance and then optimized,

priority.

As each objective is

one at a time in

optimized,

constraint on any lower priority objectives.
in

priority order it

according to their

its

orde" of

solution becomes a

By solving the objectives

gives the best attainable value for the highest

priority objective

(14:137).

The

ranking

or

prioritizing

of

the

objectives reduces the need to determine a common measure as is the case
of the single-objective approach.
Goal programming is

not without its

disadvantages.

It

does not

allow for sma ' degradation in a high priority objective for a large
improvement in

a low priority objective.

problem with the ranking approach is

Ignizio

points out that

"the

how to associate the results of a

given solution to the satisfaction of the ranking" (9:375).
The most important criteria of any solution to a decision
that

it

is

reliable

and

believable.

Since

the

maker is

preemptive

goal

programming approach solves each of the objectives according to its
perceived

priority

objective,

it

rather

than

assigning

a numeric

value

to each

offers the adv.Ltage of being understandable and easy

to

explain how the solution was obtained.
By definition, the scheduling problem presented in this thesis is
generalized assignment problem.
in

A *eneralized assignment problem is one

which the more than one individual

a single job (e.g.,

request) (9:332).

assignment problem is

minimize z

M

(e.F.,

Ci Xi
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tanker) can be assigned

to

Formulation of the generalized

as follows (9:333):
n

a

Ii
Subject to
xii

1

for all i,

n
E CijXij !A
j-I
Xij - 0,1

i

for all j,

,

1,2,...,n

for all i and j

Where
Xij

1
0

if

job i is assigned to worker j
otherwise

Cij - time required to perform job i by worker j
Aj b total amount of time that worker j can be assigned
J

Applying the generalized assignment problem to the scheduling task,
Sthe variables would be assigned as follows:
Cij- flight time required for tanker i to satisfy request j
Aj-

number of tankers needed to satisfy request j
1 if tanker i is assigned to request j

xij

0 otherwise

Instead of the constraint

i

.C

would be used for the scheduling task.

Aj,

the constraint

Aij

The constraint will limit the

tankers assigned to request j to the number of tankers requested by
request j.
Summary
To approach the scheduling task,
a generalized assignment problem.

All of the objectives that are to be

16

n----------------

the problem will be formulated as

consider-ed when scheduling tankers to rfaceivers will be incorpora ted
into the scheduling process

through use off

approach.
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the goal programming

i
III.

Methodplogy

Overview
Presented in this chapter is a methodology
scheduling problem.

for solving the tanker

The chapter begins with the formulation of the

problem, then the approach to solving the problem, and finally an indepth explanatioil of the programs and procedures used to solve the
problem.
Introduction
The task of scheduling tankers to satisfy requests is not one that
easily lends itself to being performed by paper and pencil with hopes of

minimizing flight time while satisfying as many requests as possible.
Due to the number of requests and tankers, accomplishing the schedule
manually would require hundreds of hours to produce the best schedule.
To simplify the task a computer solution to the scheduling problem is
pursued.
The scheduling task is performed through the combined use of commercial software, tailored programs, and changes to the tankers and
receiver scheduling inputs.
Using the methodology outlined in

this chapter tn perform the

scheduling task, the following items must be available to the computer:
-

Files
- Tanker units input files
- Precoordinated tankers
- Available tankers
- Receiver units request file
- Permanent flight time files

- From the base to the air refueling areas
- From the air refueling area to the bases
- From air refueling area to air refueling area

18
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Software

-

- Preprocessor
- Problem builder
- Integer programming package
The preprocessor takes the inputs from all of the files and
computes all of the possible refuelings that can take place between the
tankers and requests.

When the preprocessor is finished, a problem

builder program takes the preprocessor's output and puts together tne
problem to be solved by the integer programming package.

The integer

programming package solves the problem and produces the schedule.

A

diagram of the scheduling process as it is envisioned is shown in Figure
3.1.
Problem Formulation
The formation of the problem used in Lhe scheduling of tankers to

requests is as follows:
Lexicographically Minimize ((P 1 ),(P 2 ),(P 3 ))
-

iAAUB

d(1)

P2

jeB
M[
P3

A u (set of all category A refuelings)
B a (set of all category B refuelings)

S

li

n

-E

n

ETjRi +

+ Cij

ijk E-

di(2)

M
Fj

n
F Tj-i k

PjRi + Cij
3uija

Ri~j

(3)

i.m1 itl

i - 1,2,...,n (requests)
j = 1,2,...,m (available tankers)
-=1,2,...,q
(precoordinated tarkers)
k1,2,...,n (requests)
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V.

Subject to:
Requests:
m
i
STjRiRk + E

ton

S j-1
k-1

ETjRi +
di + J-1

n

LTjRkRi
J-1 k1A

PjRi +

+

RiPj - Ni (4)

for all iC R
R - (set of all requests)
Available Tankers:
n
n
n
FITjRi + Fa ETjRiRk

1

for all JET

(5)

T = (set of all available tankers)
Precoordinated Tankers:
Pj +

,tPjRi

+ ,RiPj-

1

for all JEP

(6)

P - (set of all precoordinated tankers)
di = deviation variable - O,1,2,...,Ni
for request i

"-,
TR

Sif
TJRiRk

"

{wif

otherwise

-0

%

request i is satisfied by tanker j

tanker j satisfies request i then request k

-

P.
P

number of tankers short
of what was asked
for by request i

1

if precoordinated tanker j only performs its precoordinated refueling and does not satisfy any other request

0

otherwise

Sif.precoordinated tanker j performs its precoordinated
refueling and then satisfies a request

P1 R

lo0

1

otherwise

if

Ptecoordiaated

tanker j

satisfies

a request and then

performs its precoordinated refueling
RiPj =

0

otherwise

Ni - number of tankers asked for by request i
cij = flight time required to perform request i by tanker j

20
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Cijk - flight time required for tanker j to satisfy request i and
then satisfy request k
HQ SAC/DO8A has identified three objectives that they desire the
tanker scheduling program to accomplish.
with the highest priority,

In order of priority beginning

the objectives are:

- Maximize the number of requests satisfied
- Maximize the number of category B requests satisfied
- Minimize the total flight time to perform the refuelings
A preemptive

goal programming

scheduling problem.
when scheduling

approach

is

used

This means that the desired goals

the

tankers

to

the

requests,

are

to solve the
to be achieved,

identified and

prioritized according to their perceived importance.

When solving the

goal program,

order of priority

each of the objectives is

optimized in

with the highest priority objective being optimized first.
A goal programming approach seems to better lend itself to perform
the scheduling task than a single-objective approach.
objective approach,

In the single-

all of the goals would have to be expressed in

of a single measure.

Since the number of requests,

two different measures,
a single measure.

terms

and flight time,

are

a weight or utility would be needed to establish

Using the goal progxamming approach requires the

goals to be rank ordered.
The problem is

formulated as a generalized assignment problem

instead of a regular assignment problem.
problem,
resource,

each job,
(e.g.,

(e.g.,

tanker).

tanker assigned to it,

request),

In the generalized assignment

can be assigned to more than one

Not only can a request have more than one

a tanker can also satisfy more than one request.
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Tanker
Scheduling
Inputs

Receiver
Scheduling
Inputs

First
IP problem
builder

S~I
HQ SAC/DO8A

# 1
objective
function

Package

value
Preprocessor
# 2
objective
functior

1. Determine possible
refuelings
2.

Compute flight time
for each refueling
#3

3. Build Objective
Functions and
Constraints

objective
function

Second
IP problem
builder

hbjectivz
functior
Package

Constraints

I

S C H EDU L E

I

I

value
of
objective
functio

Third

IP problem
builder

Package

Figure 3.1

Tanker Scheduling Process
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Two types of variables are used in the formulation of the objective
functions and the constraints,

a refueling variable (decision variable)

and a deviation variable.
Each of the possible refueling that can take place between a tanker
aWid request(s) is represented by a refueling variable.
refueling variables is a binary, zero or one,

variable.

Each of the
If a refueling

is scheduled in the final solution, its associated refueling variable
will be assigned a value of one.
Each request has associated with it
(di).

a unique deviation variable

The value of the deviation variable reflects the achievement of

each goal.

It is an integer variable and cap be assigned any value from

zero up to a maximum value equal to the number of tankers asked for by
the request (Ni).

The val':e assigned to a request's deviation variable

in the final solution inaicates to what degree the desired goal of bein 8
satisfied has not been met.
value of zero,

If the deviation variable is assigned a

the goal i±.achieved and the request is assigned the

desired number 3f tankers.
Each request, available tanker, and precoordinated tanker has a
constraint associated with it.
request,

constraint (4),

The constraint associated with a

is made up of the sum of all of the refueling

variables that are associated with the request and also the request's
deviation variable (ai).

This mathematical equation is

then set equal

to the number of tankers desired by the request (Ni).
An available tanker's constraint,

constraint (5),

is made up of the

sum of all the refueling variables associated with the tanker.
equation is then set to less than or equal to one.
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The

Setting a tanker's

I
constraint to less than or equal to one means that the tanker can either
be assigned to a maximum of one refueling or none at all.
date,

it

If at a later

is decided to schedule as many available tankers as possible,

.another goal would be added to the list of goals and prioritized.

Also,

a deviation variable would be assigned to each tanker and included in
the tanker's constraint.

The constraint would be changed from an

inequality to an equality constraint.
A precoordinated tanker's constraint, constraint (6),

requires that

each precoordinated tanker either perform its precoordinated refueling
alone (P 1 -l),

or perform its precoordinated refueling in conjunction

with another request (PjRi=l or RiPjI). The constraint is set equal to
one.

The precoordinate's constraint can be set equal to one,

if

the

precoordinated tanker is not assigned to satisfy a request, it can still
perform its precoordinated refueling.
constraint (6)

The refueling variable, Pj, in

represents the case where the precoordinated tanker only

performs its precoordinated refueling.
A refueling variable that appears in a request's constraint will
also appear in the associated tanker's constraint.

A variable for an

available tanker performing two refuelings will be found in three constraints, the tanker's, and each of the requests.

Figure 3.2 shows an

example of a common variable appearing in the different constraints.
Each of the goals is represented by its own objective function. The
first objective, objective (1),
satisfied; which is
unsatisfied.

is to maximize the number of requests

the same as minimizing the number of requests

To achieve this goal the objective function minimizes the

sum of all of the deviation variables.
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Example:

Request RI and Available Tanker A2

3

Constraint for RI:

Dl + AIR1 + A2RI + A3Rl +

...

-

Constraint for A2:

A2 + A2Rl + A2R2 + A2R3 +

...

< 1

Request Ri requires three tankers. Notice that the
variable "A2RI" appears in the request's constraint and
also in the tanker's constraint.
"DI" is used as the deviation variable for Ri. If
Dl equals zero in the final solution, the request is
satisfied. If Dl is assigned a value of two, than Ri
will be scheduled two tankers less than desired.
Figure 3.2

Example of a Common Variable between Constraints

The second objective, objective (2),

is to maximize the number of

category B requests that are satisfied, which is the same as minimizing
the number of category B requests that are unsatisfied.
function is

The objective

to-minimize the sum of all of the deviation variables

associated with category B requests.
The third and final objective, objective (3),
total flight time.

is to minimize the

The objective function is made up of the sum of all

of the refueling variables.

Each variable is preceded by a coefficient

that is equal to the flight time to perform the refueling.
Solution Technique
Unlike the classical assignment problem, the generalized assignment
problem,

formulated above,

solution (Ignizio:333).

does not automatically result in an integer
Thus,

an integer programming (IP) computer

package is used rather than a standard linear programming package to
find the optimal solution.
For each of the goals a new integer
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programming problem

is

formulated and then solved by the IP package.

With three goals,

separate integer programming problems are solved.

The goals are solved

in order of priority starting with the highest priority,
is

solved,

succeeding

its objective

function

goals

set equal

and

is

becomes

a

three

As each goal

constraint

to its optimum

for any

value.

This

constraint insures that the'value of the objective function at higher
priority levels is

not degraded in trying to achieve lower priorities.

Also, the only change in the constraints from one problem formulation to
the next is

the addition of the objective functions for all higher

priority goals.

In each of the goals,

the values of the individual

variables are not important until the last objective is solved.

It

is

in the final solution that the values of each variable determines which
refuelings are scheduled.
It

appears to be a lot of work creating and solving several

problems, however,

it offers the advantage of flexibility.

an addition or deletion of goal,
goals should change,

it

or if

If there'is

the order of priority of the

would not require extensive programming to

incorporate the change.
Figures 3.3 shows a brief

formulation

of the first integer

programming problem to minimize the number of requests not satisfied.
The integer program package solves the problem.
the variables are not important.

The value of each of

The objective

function and its

optimal value now become a constraint for the second programming problem.
The second programming problem is to minimize the number of category B refuelings that are unsatisfied.

The formulation of the problem

is similar to the first problem. The second formulation shares all of
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the same constraints as the first problem with the addition of the
objective function of the first goal. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the
problem formulation.

The second integer programming problem is solved

by the integer programming package.
variables is not important.

Again, the values of each of the

The only important piece of information is

the solution to the objective function.

The objective function and its

solution now become a constraint for the third goal.
Objective Function:
Minimize Rl + R2 + R3 + R4 +

...

+ Rn (deviation variables for all
of the requests)

Constraints:
Deviation variable + refueling variables for request I - 2
Deviation variable + refueling variables for request n = 1
Refueling variables for tanker 1 < I
Refueling variables for tanker m < 1
Refueling variables for precoordinated tanker 1 - 1
Refueling variables for precoordinated tanker k a 1
Figure 3.3 Integer Programming Problem Formulation for the First Goal
Minimize the number of Requests that are unsatisfied
The third and last programming problem is
flight time.

to minimizes the total

The objective functions and solutions for the first two

problems are included in the constraints.

Because this is the last

problem, the solution is the actual schedule.

The values assigned to

the variables determines which refuelings are scheduled.

An example of

the problem formulation for the third programming problem is
Figure 3.5.
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-- - - - - - -

- - - - -

given in

Objective Function:
Minimi.ze RI + R2 + R3 + ...

(deviation variables for category B
requests)

Constraints:
RI + R2 + R3 + R4 + ...

+ Rn w number of unsatisfied requests

Deviation variable + refueling variables for request 1

m

2

Deviation variable + refueling variables for request n Refueling variables for tanker 1 < 1
Refueling variables for tanker m < i
Refueling variables for precoordinated tanker 1 - 1
Refueling variables for precoordinated tanker

- I

Figure 3.4
Integer Programming Problem Formulation for the Second
Goal to Minimize the number of Category B .refuelings unsatisfied

Objective Function:
Minimize 3.2 RIAI + 5.4 B3R.2 + 4.5 B3R2R.3 + 5.1 A1R7 +
(Refueling variables and their associated mission length)
Constraints:
RI + R2 + R3 + R4 + ... + Rn - number of unsatisfied requests
Ri + R2 + R3 +...

u

number of unsatisfied Category B

requests
Deviation variable + refueling variables for request 1 = 2
Deviation variable + refueling variables for request n - 1
Refueling variables for tanker 1 < 1
"

*

.

Refueling variables for tanker m < 1
Refueling variables for precoordinated tanker 1 - 1
Refueling variables for precoordinated tanker k Figure 3.5

Integer Programming Problem Formulation for the Third
Goal to Minimize the Total Flight Time

Scheduling
A change is made to the original scheduling inputs that are submit28

ted by the tanker and receiver units to increase the possibility of a
request being satisfied.

Often a receiver unit will desire a tanker to

perform a refueling sometime during the day with no specific time in
Under the current scheduling system a specific air refueling

mind.

control time (ARCT),

the time at which the refueling is to begin, must

be stated when requesting a tanker.

To provide the receiver unit with

the flexibility to request a refueling for a general period of time the
new request format would allow the receiver unit to input the desired
earliest and latest ARCTs rather than having to pinpoint a specific time
when making the request.

this ARCT window indicates

To the schedulers,

that any tanker can be scheduled to satisfy the request as long as the
begins any time between the

refueling

earliest and latest

ARCT.

Providing an ARCT window instead of a single point in time increases the

likelihood of the request being satisfied.

If,

on the other hand, a

receiver unit must have the requested refueling at a specific time, all
that has to be done is to give the earliest and latest ARCT the exact
same time.

Figure 3.6 shows the current inputs submitted by each

receiver and the change in inputs to permit the requesting of an ARCT
window.
There are two possible ways for a precoordinated tanker to
perform its precoordinated refueling and satisfy a request:
Precoordinated refueling first then the request
- Request first then the precoordinated refueling
-

No rules or guidelines exist on how to schedule the precoordinated
tankers to perform more than their precoordinated refueling.

Since

precoordinated tankers have never been scheduled to satisfy requests,
29

many of the factors that would impact the schedule have not been resolved.

To aid in

the scheduling of the precoordinated tankers it

is

assumed that all of the precoordinated tankers are available to satisfy
a request either before or after its precoordinated refueling.
addition is

An

made to the scheduling inputs to allow the precoordinated

tankers to state the earliest and latest ARCT of the precooicdinated
refueling.

The precoordinated tanker inputs for the current system and

the change in the inputs to specify an ARCT window is show in Figure
3.7.
New Recuest's Inputs

Cuxient Request's Inputs
- Refueling Area

- Refueling Area

- Receiver Unit

- Receiver Unit

- Date/ARCT

- Date

- Number of tankers requested
- Refueling time

- Earliest ARCT
-

Ldtest ARCT

- Refueling Category

-

Number of tankers

- Receiver aircraft type and
numbers

-

requested
Refueling time

- Off load

-Refueling

Category

Receiver aircraft
type and numbers

OdRfueli
Figure 3.6 Current Request's Inputs versus New Request's Inputs
Programs and Procedures to Create the Integer Programming Problm
The integer Programming problem to be solved by the integer
programming package is created by two programs, a preprocessor and a
program builder.

Neither the preprocessor nor the program builder have

been automated on a computer yet.

Both programs were performed manually

for the toy problem.
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Current Precoordinated Inputs
aer ba30

New Precoordinantd
- Tanker baNe

.Inkt
.

-

Refueling Area

- Refueling Area

-

Receiver Unit
Date/ARCT
Offload
Type and number of
receiver aircraft

-

Receiver Unit
Date
Earliest ARCT for Precoord
Latest ARCT for Precoord

-

Type and number of aircraft

-

Figure 3.7

Offload

Current Precoordinate4 Tanker Inputs versus
New Precoordinated Tankor Inputs

The preprocessor takes the tanker and receiver scheduling inputs
and determines all of the possible refuelings.

It

assigns variables to

each of the refuelings and computes their flight times.
variables have been identified,

After the

the preprocessor builds each of the

objective functions and the list of constraints.
The program builder takes the objective functions and constraints
produced by the preprocessor and builds each of the integer programming
problems.

When the integer programming package is finished solving one

of the prohlems, the program builador takes the- solution to the problem
to build the next integer problem.
Incorporated in the preprocessor is the assumption that a request
can have a time window in which the refueling can take place.

Rather

than having a fixed ARCT, an earliest and latest ARCT is associated with
the request.

This scheduling change will be explained prior to the ex-

planation of the preprocessor.
To help in developing the methodolog:
problem is used.

of the preprocessor a sample

This sample problem, or tov problem, is a miniature

scheduling problem with tanker and receiver scheduling inputs that
exercise all possible types of tanker/receiver combinations.
31

I
Toy Problem.

A toy problem is used to develop the algorithm used in the

preprocessor for computing the feasible refuelings between a tanker and
receiver(s).

The toy problem is

an abbreviated version of a day's

request and tanker inputs that are to be scheduled.
the toy problem were chosen

The bases and refueling areas used in

because of their close geographical proximity to each other.
able tankers,

precoordinated tankers,

and requests were selected to

cover the different refueling possibilities.
than available tankers.

This is

package into a situation where it
than one refueling.

The avail-

There are more requests

done to place the integer program
must consider using tankers for more

there were more requests than tankers,

Even if

it

may not be possible to satisfy all requests.
The toy problem is
and Carswell.

tankers.

made up of three tanker bases; Altus, Barksdale,

Each base has both available

tankers and precoordinated

There are a total of nine available tankers at the bases, and

eleven precoordinated tankers.
nated tankers are listed in

The available tankers and the precoordi-

Figure 3.8.

Fourteen requests are made that would require 16 tankers to
completely satisfy all of the requests.

A listing of the requests can

be found in Figure 3.9.
All of the times are in ZULU time.
Greenwich Mean Time.
Standard Time,

One days schedule is

32

a common acronym for

from 0800 ZULU,

to 0800 Zulu of the following day.

are in hours and minutes.

2

ZULU is

0200 Eastern

The refueling times

LI
Available Tankers:

Earliest

Latest

Base

ARCT

AR *T

ALTUS

1700

2400

ALTUS

1400

2000

BARKSDALE

1600

2000

BLRKSDALE

1200

1600

UBARSDALE
BARKSDALE
CARSWELL

1800
O800
1100

2200
2400
1400

CARSWELL

2330

0730

CARSWELL

1500

2000

Precoordinated Tankers:

Precoord

Refuel

Refuel

ARCT

Base

Track

Time

Window

ALTUS

13E

0 30

0800-1000

ALTUS

330W

0 35

2100-2100

ALTUS
BARKSDALE
BARKSDAILE
BARMSDALE
CARSWELL

112W
101S
313N
112W
104E

0
0
0
0
0

30
44
20
30
30

1230-1430
1500-1500
2400-0200
2400-0200
1210-1610

CARSWELL
CARSWELL

102A
13W

0 35
0 30

1100-1100
2300-0100

CARS WM.L
CARSWELL

I 12E
650

0 30
2 30

0500-0700
1400-1600

Figure 3.8.

Available and Precoordinated Tankers

The variable used to represent each of the available tankers is the
first letter of the base plus the tanker number at the base.

first tanker at Altus it

would be "Al."

"R" plus the request number.

For the

The request's variable is an

A precoordinated tanker's variable is a

"P" plus the base initial plus the tanker number at the base.

For the

Altus precoordinated tanker refueling on track 330W the variable would
be "PA2."

- -

-

-
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bS

* SbfelU
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List of Requests

As each tanker is matched to a request the variables for the tanker
and 'eceiver are added together to form the refueling variable.

The

refueling variable for the first available tanker at Altus ze.fueling the
second tanker reques. would be "A1RZ."

Ii the same tanker can refuel

the second request and then refuel the fifth request the variable would
be "AIR2R."

The order in which the requests are listed in the variable

indicates the order in which the tanker is to satisfy the request. For
the first pcecoordinated tanker at Barksdale to perfcrm its precoordiaater refueling and then satisfy the third request the variable would be
"PBlR3."

If

instead,

the precoo-dinated tanker satisfies the third

request and then its precoordinated refueling, the variable would be
"R3PBl."

The flight time from the base to the refueling area is measur, d aa straight line distanLe from the airfield coordinates listed ir, the
Flight Information Publication (FLIP) Enroute Sipplement to the ARCP of
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the refueling area (AP).
thirty minutes, it

If the flight time to the ARCP is less than

is set to thirty minutes to account for the climb

time needed by the tanker to reach the air refueling altitude prior to
the start of refueling.

The flight time from the refueling area to the

base is measured from the end air refueling point to the airfield coordinates plus an additional twenty minutes to account for penetration and
landing time.

The coordinates for the ARCP and air refueling point for

the air refueling areas can be found in
AP/IB.

the DOD FLIP Area Planning

A 15 minute orbit time is used at all ARCPs.

The time constraints used to determine the possible refueling
variables for an available tanker satisfying one request are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Total mission time < 6 hours
Flight time from thie base to the ARCP < I hour 30 minutes
Flight time from the end refueling point to the base ( 1 hour
30 minutes
Flight time from the base to the ARCP plus the flight time
from the end refueling point to the base < 2 hours 30 minutes

For the available tanker satisfying a single request scenario,

the

only non-refueling flight time is spent flying to and from the refueling
area.

However,

in addition to flying to and from the base, when an

available tanker satisfies two requests or a precoordinated tanker
performs it•

precoordinated refueling and satisfies a request, an addi-

tional amount of non-refueling time is
refueliag areas.
g•eater
a

It

spent in flying between the

is assumed that one would be willing to allow for a

amount of time to be spent in non-refueling portions of flight

when two refuelings are performed than for the case of a single
refueling.

Therefore,

the non-refueling flight time for the tanker

satisfying two requests is constrained to 3 hours 45 minutes rather than
35
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the 2 hours and 30 minutes of non-refueling time for the tanker satisfying a single request.

The time constraints for the available tanker

satisfying two requests and for the precoordinated tanker performing its
precoordinated refueling and satisfying another request are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Total mission time < 6 hours
Flight time from the base to the first ARCP < I hour 30
minutes
Flight time from the end refueling point of the first refueling to the second ARCP < 2 hours 10 minutes
Flight time from the end refueling point of the second refueling to the base < 1 hour 30 minutes
Flight time from the base to the first ARCP plus flight time
frcm the first request's end refueling point to the second
ARCP plus the flight time from the second request's end
refueling point to the base < 3 hours 45 minutes

MIP83
MIP83 is en integer program package for use on a microcomputir.

It

is used to solve the toy problem to determine the feesibilitl

of

performing the scheduling task with an integer programmilng package and
the practicality of using a microcomputer.
MIP83 has the capability of solving a problem up to 1200 units in
size.

The units are calculated as follows (15:10-2):
Each variable name .........................SOO....
.

Units

Each less-than-or-equal constraint
Each greater-than-or-equal constraint ..............
Each equality constraint ...........................
Each bound variable ................................

1
2
3

2
0

For example, a problem with 34 requests, 33 precoordinated tankers,
and 22 tankers that result in 1000 variables could be solved.
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For the toy problem the units used are:
174 variables

-

174

27 equality constraints = 54
9 less-than-or-equal constraints - 27
MT5 total units
MIP83 has the capability to read in information from a spreadsheet
program (e.g., LOTUS 123) and solve it.
to 256 variables.

Use of a spreadsheet is limited

Because of this limitation a spreadsheet would be

practical only for very small integer problems.
Preprocessor
The scheduling inputs provided by the tanker and receiver units do
not lend themselves for immediate execution by the integer programming
(IP) package.

A preprocessor is used to determine all of the necessary

refueling variables to be processed by the IP package.
The preprocessor is an algorithm/procedure that determines all of
the possible refuelings that can occur between the tankers and rpquasts,
computes the flight time and assigns a variable to each of the possible
refuelings,

and builds the objective functions and constraints to be

solved by the IP package.

One objective of the preprocessor is to

minimize the amount of work that must be performed by the IP package.
To decrease the workload,

the preprocessor tries to minimize the number

of variables that it creates.

It

does this by filtering out any refuel-

ings that are not possible.
The preprocessor matches the requests and tankers to determine all
possible refuelings.

There are five types of variables that can be used

to represent the possible outcomes when comparing the tankers to the
requests:
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One tanker satisfying one request

I-

"- One tanker satisfying two requests
- Precoordinated tanker performing its
refueling and satisfying one request

precoordinated

- Precoordinated tanker performing only its precoordinated
refueling
- Request being unsatisfied

A major step in formulating the problem is to determine all possible refuelings.

A possible refueling is one in which a tanker can

satisfy a request(s) within the limits of the established constraints
for flight times and ARCT time windows. For each request, the preprocessor determines all of the tankers that can satisfy the request.

Also,

for each tanker, the preprocessor must determine all of the requests the
tanker can satisfy.

By performing these matches to determine the possi-.

ble refueling combinations, requests and tankers that do not comply with
the set of constraints can be sifted out.

This sifting decreases the

number of variables and possibly the number of constraints the IP
package must process.
Three permanent files and three scheduling files are accessed by
the preprocessor.

The three permanent

files consist of a file

containing the flight times from each refueling area to all other
refueling areas, a file of flight times from each base to all of the
refuPI.ng areas, and a file of flight times from each refueling area to
all of the bases.

The three scheduling files are the day's inputs from

the tanker and receiver units. These scheduling files consist of a file
of the available tankers, tanker requests, and the precoordinated
tankers.

From the input files the preprocessor creates the variables

that represent the various tanker/request(s) combinations.
Figure 3.10 shows the desired contents of each of the scheduling
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files submitted by the tanker and receiver units.

Each of the files

contains the minimal information necessary to accomplish the scheduling
task.

If

special reports are to be generated after the tankers and

requests have been scheduled, additional information may have to be
added to the input files.

Requests

Available Tankers

Precoordinated Tankers
-

tanker base
refueling area
earliest ARCT
latest ARCT
refueling time
offload
type and number of
receiver aircraft
- receiver unit
-

tanker base
earliest ARCT
latest ARCT
date

- receiver Unit
- refueling area
- date
- earliest ARCT
- latest ARCT
- number of tankers
requesting
- refueling category
- cffload
- type and number of
receiver aircraft
- refueling time

Figure 3.10 Contents of the scheduling files submitted by the tanker and
receiver units.
Constraints.

Before a tanker and request(s) combination is determined

to be a possible refueling,

they must first demonstrate adherence to a

list of established flight time constraints.

When the preprocessor is

considering a tanker and request combination,

if

of constraints it

fail to satisfy any one of a list
further consideration.

the combination should
is dropped from

Most of these constraints are established to

limit the amount of time a tanker expends in non-refueling flight.
The constraints used in the preprocessor represent a general
consensus among HQ SAC/DO8A of what might be important when scheduling a
tanker to two refuelings.

When the idea first surfaced for performing
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two refuelings with one tanker, the schedulers at HQ SAC were not certain of what constraints would and would not be important.

The point to

be made here is that even if all of the constraints are n - incorporated
in the preprocessor,

they can be added and deleted as necessary.

One Available Tanker Satisfying One Request.

When considering the

possible refueling of an available tanker satisfying one request, the
constraints that must be satisfied are:
-

total mission length
flight time from the base to the ARCP
flight time from the end refueling point to the base
non-refueling time

The constraints on flight time from the end refueling point to the
base and the constraint on the non-refueling

time are not considered in

the current scheduling program operated by. HQ SAC/DO8A.

By not consid-

ering the flight time from the end refueling point to the base, a tanker
could be scheduled to perform a refueling on a track that takes the
tanker directly away from the base.

When the tanker reaches the end

refueling point it may be left with an enormous amount of time to fly
back to the base.

To decrease the non-refueling phases of flight, a

ceiling is placed on the flight time to return to the base.
A tanker scheduler may not be willing to spend the necessary flight
time to send a tanker to a refueling area that requires both the maximum
time to get to that area and also requires the maximum time to return.
To satisfy this constraint,

a limit has been placed on t'hIe total amount

of non-refueling time a tanker needs to fly to the area and return.
One Available Tanker Satisfying Two Requests.

Constraints for the

one tanker satisfying two requests share similar constraints with the
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one available tanker satisfying one request. However, the time to fly
from the first refueling area to the second is considered as part of the

non-refueling time.

The constraints to be considered are:

- total mission length
- flight time from the base to the ARCP
- flight time from the first end refueling point to the ARC?
of the second refueling
- flight time from the end refueling point of the second
refueling to the base
- non-refueling time
The total mission time and the non-refueling time computation is
shown in Figure 3.11.
Precoordinated Tanker Satisfying One Request.

Constraints for the

refueling combination of a precoordinated tanker satisfying a request
are similar to those for the one available tanker satisfying two
requests.

The precoordinated refueling is treated as a request when

applying the constraints.
There are additional considerations when scheduling a precoordinated tanker to a request versus-an available tanker satisfying a
request.

One of the major problems with the precoordinated tanker

performing an additional refueling with a request is the actual availability times of the tanker.
meet a request before it

Is

the precoordinated tanker available to

performs its precoordinated refueling,

or,

is

the tanker available to meet the request after its precoordinated
refueling?

HQ SAC/DO8A would like to consider the possibility of the

precoordinated tanker satisfying the request either before or after its
precoordinated refueling.

To place restrictions on when a tanker can

satisfy a request would require additional information to be included in
the precoordinated tanker's scheduling file.
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One available tanker satisfyinA one request
Non-refueling time -

(flight time from the base to the ARCP) +

(flight time from the end refueling point to the base)
Totnl mission time - (flight time from the base to the ARCP) +
(orbit time) + (refueling time) + (flight time from

the end refueling point to the base)
One available tanker satisfying two requests and
Precoordinated tanker performing its precoordinated refuelin
satisfying a request

an__d

Non-refueling time - (flight time from the base to the first ARCP)
(flight time from end refueling point of the first refueling
to the ARCP of the second refueling) + (flight time from the

end refueling point to the base)
Total mission time - (flight time from the base to the first ARCP)
+ (orbit time) + (refueling time of the first refueling) +
(flight time from end refueling point of the first refueling
to ARCP of the second refueling) + (orbit time) + (refueling
time of the second refueling) + (flight time from the second
end refueling point to the base)
Figure 3.11
General Procedure.

Determining mission length

The procedure is designed to decrease the uumber of

mixing and matching comparisons that take place between the tankers and
requests to find the possible refuelings.

What the preprocessor is

intended to do is avoid comparing every tanker to every request.

The

algorithm tries to limit the number of tanker and receiver comparison
tests.

However,

the algorithm is not designed with the sole purpose of

finding a way of making the fewest comparisons possible while neglecting
"good" structured programming practices of being understandable and
maintainable.

Some sacrifices had to be made in efficiency to exercise

acceptable structured programming techniques.
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OrRanization.

Each of the different types of possible refuelings

are computed separately as shown in Figure 3.12.

The computation of the

precoordinated tanker performing its precoordinated refueling and then a
request, and the precoordinated tanker satisf7ing a request first and
then performing its precoordinated refueling share information back and
forth to determine the possible refuelings.
to remove one of the precoordinated

However,

it

would be easy

tanker's scenarios.

PREPROCESSOR

Available
tanke

Available
tankr

Precoord
tanker

Preooord
refueig

Raquest is
reftelEing

request

requests

reqts

request

Precd

Figure 3.12 Possible refuelings as computed in the Preprocessor
By having

refuelings independently,
possible

compute

the preprocessor

the workload required to add or delete a

refueling type is

refuelings together.

the different possible

simplified over mixing the different

If at a later date it

is decided that it

would be

desirable for an available tanker to be used to satisfy three requests,
all that needs to be done is the addition of a module to the preprocessor that determines the possible refuelings with a tanker satisfying
three requests.

Figure 3.13 is an example of the addition.
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Example of adding a new option to the preprocessor
As a first step in

File Sorting.

processing

the tanker and

requests information, the records in each of the scheduling files are
sorted to improve the efficiency of the preprocessor.

The reason for

this sorting is to have the files in a format that will lead to a
decrease in the number of comparisons between tankers and receivers.
The available tanker's file and the precoordinated tanker's file
are sorted by the base where the tanker is located.
The request file is sorted by the air refueling area.

Any request

that asks for more than one tanker has its earliest and latest ARCTs set
Since the request asked for more than one tanker,

to the same value.

all of the tankers satisfying the request must perform the refueling at
the same time.

If

the earliest and latest ARCTs are not equal.

additional constraints would have to be added to the problem to ensure
that all of the scheduled tankers satisfy the request at the same time.
In the toy problem, when a multiple tanker request is encountered the
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I
latest ARCT is set to the value of the earliest ARCT.
Searching for Possible Refueling,

After the surting of the files

is complete# the files are compared to determine all of the possible

refuelings.
One Available Tanker Satisfyin2 One Request 1

Rather than

comparing each request to each available tanker, the comparisons are
first performed between refueling areas and bases.
tanker is compared to each request,

If

each available

the number of comparisons is equal

to the number of available tankers multiplied by the number of requests.
The number of comparisons increase rapidly as the number of tankers and
requests increase.

Instead,

each request's refueling area is compared

to each available tanker base.

If a base cannot meet the flight time

constraints for flying either to or from the request's refueling area it
is not necessary to compare each of the requests for the refueling area
with each available tanker at the base.

Figure 3.14 shows a flow

diagram for determining the case of an available tanker satisfying one
request.
First, each requested refueling area is compared to an available
tanker base.
3.16.

,n example of the comparisons is shown in Figures 3.15 and

If the base cannot satisfy a request at the air refueling area,

the next refueling area is compared to the same base.
base can perform the refueling,

To determine if a

the flight times from the base to the

ARCP, from the end refueling point to the base, and the non-refueling
time are compared to their maximum allowable values.
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tanker bs
-ChoOse -req.uest, S
refueling area

<"

Can the baze
perform a refuelIn& at the
request's Area?

Yes

N

Choose a tanker
at the base

Ihoose

a request
at the area

Perform for
all requests
at the
refueling area

Qt
Can the tanker
satisfy the
request?

(-

-

<-

Perform for
available
tankers at
the base

Possible
refueling

Figure 3.14

Flow diagram for determining the available tankers
satisfying a request

If the flight time constraints are met by the base, each request

for the refueling area is compared to each of the available tankers at
the base as shown in Figure 3.11b.

This is done by taking an available

tanker at the base aad comparing it
refueling area.

to each of the requests for the

The ARCTs of the tanker are compared to the ARCTs of

the request and the total mission time is computed to determine if the
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tanker can satisfy the request.

If the tanker and the requesL iee

the

constraints they are convidered as a pos,4ible refueiing cotabinacion.
After the comparionas are complete

for the tanker,

then the rext

available tanker at the base is compared.to all of the requests for the
gven refueling area.

This continues until all of the base's avallable

tankers have been compar'ed to all of the. area's requests.
Available
Twikers

Requeats

All
A2
.ýLj

as A

B2ý

Base B

B3
Bi )

Area 1

R2

Are
C)A-rea

C2

(R1
(R5
R3

2

R6
R7

)R8

3

Base C

R9

C3,

RUl

Figure 3.15

Comparing Bases to air refueling areas

If the base can smet the constraints to and from
the refueling area

(RI

Al
Base A-

A2

YES-- ----

*Area

I

R5

R3

A.3

Then each of the taake:s ar. the base are compared
to each of the requests at the refue).ing area

Al

.

..

.

R7

A32R3
Figure 3.16

Compariin

available tankers to requests
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One Available Tanker Satisfying Two Requests.

One posisible means

of satisfying requests is to use an available tanker to satisfy two
requests.

Again, an aztempi

is made to minimize the number of compari-

sons between available tankers and requests.

To reduce the number of

comparison3 the first step is to determine all of the requests that can
Once this is determined, then the possible

possibly be paired together.

pairs are compared to the available tankers.
Determinia& Renuest Pairs.

When two requests are paired

together, the order of the requests in each of the pairs is important.
An acceptable pair with request '"'

being followed by

request 'T"' does

not imply that the request pair of "Y" then "XV will be acceptable.
Another important reason for ordering the pairs is that the flight time
required to perform pair (X,Y)
time for the pair (Y,X).

will most likely not equal the flight

To determine the request pairs, each requested

refueling area is compared to the other refueling areas.

Under consid-

eration is the possibility of a refueling taking place on the first
refueling area and a subsequent refueling taking place at the second
refueling area.
If the two refueling areas can be paired together, then each of the
requests at the first area is compared to each of the requests at the
second area.
kept.

A list of the requests that can be paired together is

By design, this list of possible refueling pairs will automatic-

ally be sorted by the refueling areas of the first request.

A flow

diagram of the comparison is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Save Refueling
Pair

Figure 3.17

Flow diagram for determining the request pairs

After all of the refueling areas have been compared to each other

and all of the requests pairs have been determined, the list of request
pairs is searched.

The request pairs are searched to determine all of

the possible request pairs that share the same two requests but in
different order.

This will be used later to decrease the number of
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variables.

If the same tanker can perform a possible refueling with

request pair (X,Y)

and also a possible refueling wi%;h pair (Y,X),

the

refueling with the higher flight time will be discarded.
Comparing Available Tankers to the Request Pairs.

To deter-

mine the available tankers :hat can succeasfuily satisfy two requests,
the file of available tankers is

compared to the file od possible

refueling pairs. Comparisons between tankers and request pairs are
performed in the same manoer as previous comparisons. The tanker bases
are compared to the refueling area of the t'rst request in the pair.

If

the tanker base can perform a refueling at the first request's refueling
area,

each of the tankers at the base are compared to each of the

request pairs having the same refueling area for the first request to
determine all of the possible refuelings.

Aiter all of the possible

refuelings are determined for the baie and the refueling area,
than compares itself to the next refu-ling area.

the base

This continues until

all of the bases have been compared to all of the refueling areas.
Figure 3.18 shows a diagram for determining the possible refuelings.
Precoordinated Tanker satisfying one request.

A possible refueling

combination is the scheduling of a precoordinated tanker to perform its
precoordinated refueling as well as satisfy a request.
and match comparisons that are to be performed,
that is

Of all the mix

this is probably the one

most sensitive to efficiency since up to 75 percent of the

tankers can be precoordinated.

The precoordinated tanker can either

perform the request prior to its precoordinated refueling or after.
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Figure 3.18

Flow diagram for comparing the available tankers
to the request pairs
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The first step in the process is to determine all of the precoordinated tankers that cannot perform a refueling in addition to its
precoordinated refueling.
length,

or,

if

If

the precoordinated tankerts mission

either the time to travel from the base to the

precoordinated refueling area or from the precoordinated refueling area
to the base exceed the maximum allowable time, the precoordinated tanker
can only perform its precoordinated refueling and is not considered for
a second refueling.

A flow diagram of the process is shown is Figure

3.19.

Choose
Precoordinated

<
<

Tanker
Perform for all
Precoordinated
Tankers

Can precoordinated
tanker perform itsI
refueling and

I

satisfy a request

No__
Yes I
Add to list of
precoordinated
tankers that can

possibly satisfy
a request
-- >

Figure 3.19

The list

Flow diagram for determining precoordinatea tankers
that can possibly satisfy a request

of precoordinated tankers that can possibly satisfy a

request is compared to the requests.
Figures 3.20a and 3.90b.
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The flow diagram is shown in

i
The process begins by first comparing the precoordinated tanker
bases to the request's refueling areas.
area are compared to see if
refueling.

If it

A tanker base and refueling

the base can satisfy the request as a second

can, then each of the precoordinated tankers at the

base are compared to each of the requests at the area to determine the
possible refuelings for the case of the tanker performing its precoordinated refueling first and then satisfying a request.
the comparison,

After completing

the same base and refueling area are compared to see if

the base can perform a refueling at the refueling area as its first
refueling.

If it can, then each of the procoordinated tankers at the

base are compared to each of the requests at the area to determine all
possible refuelings for the case of the tanker satisfying a request
first and then performing its precoordinated refueling.
If the base could perform a refueling at the request's refueling
area as its first refueling and as its second refueling, the possible
refuelings that were determined are compared.

The comparison

is

performed to find any situations in which a tanker can satisfy the same
request either as its first refueling or its second refueling.

If such

a case exists, the two possible refuelings are compared to each other to
determine which has the lower flight time.

The one with the lower

flight time is retained while the other refueling is discarded.
After this process is complete, the same base is compared to the
next request area.

This continues until all of the bases have been

compared to all of the refueling areas.
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List of precoordinated
tankers that can possibly
satisfy a request
Choose precoordi-,,
nate tanker base

<--

Choose a request
refueling area

Can the base perform a
refueling at the request's
refueling area as a second
refueling?
No

Yes-

Choose tanker at
the base
Choose a request
>

-

at the refueling

<

area

Can the tanker perform its
precoordinated refueling
then satisfy the request

Perform for
all tankers
at the base

Yes

I

No_--

Tanker and request
--

>

are a possible

refueling?

4,After

Stankersall
at

at

the base
have been compared
Figure 3.20a

Flow diagram for a precoordinated tanker satisfying a
request after its precoordinated ruefueling
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Can the base perform a
refueling at the requtest's
refueling area as the first <refueling?

_

No_

Yes

> Choose precoordi-

nate tanker

base

<---

Choose a request
refueling area
Perform for

all tankers
at the base

Can the tanker satisfy the
request and then perform
its precoordinated
refueling?
Yes

(D

I

-No

Tanker and request
refueling

Figure 3.20b

Flow -diagram of precoordinated satisfying a request first
and then performing its precoordinated refueling

Preprocessor Output.

After the preprocessor determines and assigns

variables to all of the possible refuelings it
files.

then creates its output

One output file is created for each of the objective functions,

one constraint file, and a file of the variable definitions.

The

preprocessor writes the applicable variables to each of the files.
Program Builder
A program builder is a software program that takes the objective
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function and constraint files and combines them together to create the
integer programming problem to be solved by the integer programming
package.

There is one program builder for each of the goals.

The first program builder program takes the first objective
function file and combines it with the constraint file to form the IP
problem.

After the problem is built, it

is solved by the IP package.

The second program builder accesses the solution file created by
the IP package and reads the value of the first objective function.

It

then combines the second objective function file to the constraint file
and includes the first
constraint.

It

objective

function and

its solution as a

is then solved by the IP package.

The third program builder accesses the solution file of the second
programming problem and reads the value of the objective function.
takes the third objective function file and combines it
constraint file.

Two other constraints are include,

It

with the

the first objective

function and its solution, and the second objective function and its
solution.

The IP package solves the problem and the results are the

schedule.
System Description and Reauirements
To perform the scheduling task the following hardware and software
is used:
- Zenith Z-248 computer
20 Megabyte hard disk drive
640 K Random Access Memory (RAM)
- Mip83 Integer Program
- Compiled programming language
The use of an microcomputer to perform the scheduling task offers
some advantages over a mainframe computer.
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Advantages:
-

Large availability of knowledge even among non-computer

-

programmers.
Don't have to worry about computer down time.

-

-

If the

computer is down another microcomputer can be used.
Computer output can be mailed by diskette instead of sending a
bulky report.

Unclassified work can be performed at home on a compatible
system.

-

Microcomputer costs a lot' less than a mainframe.

-

Microcomputers are popular and readily available. By having
common microcomputers at the tanker and receiver units a
scheduling input program can be written and distributed to
each unit to ensure that the scheduling inputs sent to HQ
SAC/DOBA are in the proper format.

Disadvantage:

-

Not as much memory space as a mainframe.

-

Slower execution speed.
May be too small to handle big problems.
May not have the computer personnel support as is common with
a mainframe. Programs may not have the advantage of being
maintained by computer programmer.
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IV.

RResults

Conclusions, and Recommendantons

Results
A method was developed to formulate the scheduling problem as a
generalized assignment problem.

To formulate the generalized assignment

problem, each request, available tanker, and precoordinated tanker, has
a constraint associated with it.

Each constraint contains all of the

possible refuelings that can be performed with the

request or tanker.

The scheduling objectives of maximizing the number of requests
satisfied, maximizing the number of category B requests satisfied, and
minimizing the total flight time can be achieved by using a preemptive
goal programming approach to solving the problem.

To do this, required

each of the objectives to be prioritized.
Once the problem has been formulated as a generalized assignment
problem,

an integer

scheduling task.

programming

package

is

used to perform

the

To employ the preemptive goal programming approach,

three different executions,

one for each objective,

of the integer

programming package are required to determine the final schedule.
A method was developed to preprocess the scheduling information
received from the tanker and receiver units to assist the integer
programming package.

This preprocessor is used to cut down on the

amount of processing to be performed by the integer programming package.
Before the integer program is executed,

the preprocessor determines all

of the possible refuelings that can take place between the tankers and
requests.

By using a list of flight time constraints,

refuelings that are not possible are .•fted
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all of the

out bcfore they reach the

This sifting, allows the integer program to work with

integer program.

only those retuelings that are possible.
Conclusion
This thesis has demonstrated a way of scheduling a tanker to
perform more than one refueling.
will be satisfied.

However,

It may not guarantee that all requests

it should at least decrease the number of

unsatisfied requests.
Some important considerations are demonstrated

A

in this thesis.

preemptive goal programming approach has added a new dimension to the
scheduling process by allowing the scheduler to specify and rank order
the objectives to be achieved when scheduling.
change,

it should be easy to add,

On the surface,

As the objectives

delete, or rearrange the objectives.

the effort required to schedule tankers to perform

two refuelings appears to be a difficult task.

However, through the use

of a program to determine all of the possible refuelings and an integer
programming package the scheduling task is greatly simplified.
The handling of the scheduling process through the use of an of fthe-shelf integer programming package and locally written software
appear to present no problems.
through

In fact,

many advantages are gained

the use of an existing software

package.

An unforeseen

advantage to be gained through the use of a commercial software program
is the considerable decrease in the amount of computer code that has to
be maintained.

Rather than having to maintain an entire scheduling

program, only the preprocessor and program builder need maintaining.
Additions,

deletions,

preprocessor is

and major overhauls should

be easier.

The

primarily made up of the time and distance constraints
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I
established by the schedulers.

These constraints are no more than

simple addition and subtraction problems.

If no programmer support is

available, much of the preprocessor program can be maintained by someone
with a limited knowledge of programming.
Allowing the receiver units to submit their requests with an ARCT
(air refueling control time) window rather than a fixed ARCT. should
increase the possibility of having an available tanker.
This scheduling method is not without problems.

One assumption

made is that all of the refuelings are not probe and drogue refuelings.
A KC-10 may be able to perform a boom refueling and later a drogue
refueling, while the KC-135 is limited to performing only one type of
refueling without landing and changing refueling equipment.

Before a

plane is scheduled against two different types of refuelings, a check
would have to be made to ensure that it

is

a KC-10 that is

being

scheduled.
The scheduling program does not account for the request's offload.
The available offload of a KC-10 is almost three times greater-than a
KC-135.

A check would need to be made on the tanker type before it is

scheduled.

To incorporate the offload as a constraint the type of

tanker would have to be included in the tanker inputs.

This constraint

could be incorporated into portion of the preprocessor where the request
pairs are identified.

All request pairs with total offloads exceeding

the capability of the KC-135 are only compared against the available KClos.
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Recommendations
The system that is developed in this thesis is one that operates
independent of any interaction with the scheduler.

performs the scheduling task.

Once cxecuted it

An upgrade to the scheduling process

would be to allow the scheduler to interact with the computer as it
solves the schedule.
any

tanker

The system would allow the schedulers to target

or request

scheduling.

If

that

requires

special

conisideration

when

any portion of the scheduling solution needs changing,

the scheduler could make those changes without exiting the program.
Another recommendation

would be the actua!

implementation oi the

methodology described in this thesis on a computer.

This would include

computerizing the entire scheduling process from the point where the
scheduling information has been received from the tanker and receiver
units through the production of the completed schedule.

To test the

program, actual scheduling information from HQ SAC/DOBA should be used.
When-tanker units submit their inputs,

they may wunt certaln

conditions to apply when scheduling selected tankers.

The current

scheduling process assumes that a precoordinated tanker is available to
satisfy a request either before or after its precoordinated
However,

this may not be the case.

refueling.

A precoordinated tanker may only be

able to satisfy a request after its precoordinated refueling,
all.

or not at

An available tanker may only be able to perform one refueling.

The tanker unit may be willing to make a tanker available,
want the tanker back at the base at a specified time.

but,

the'%

This tirne may he

well short of letting the tanker fly the maximum flight time.
Also,

with different types of tankers,

it may be desirable to have
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different constraints on flight time to apply to each type of tanker.
The tanker inputs would require specification of the tanker type.
Somehow,

a convenient input system must be made available to the

tanker units to specify their refueling conditions for each aircraft and
the type of tanker.

The key here is convenience,

so that when the

inputs are made, a lot of boxes will not have to be filled in.
Even if the-goal of scheduling a tanker to perform more than one
refueling is never realized,

HQ SAC/DO8A can implement much of the

methodology expressed in this thesis to their advantage.
microcomputer,

The use of a

preprocessor, and integer programming package would

release them from the computer system they are currently using.

Also,

the request format should be changed to allow receiver units to submit
an ARCT window instead of a fixed ARCT.
ARCT window,

it will make a

If the receiver units use the

request more likely to be satisfied.

If a precoordinated tanker can perform two refuelings, it may be
desirable to let the wing schedulers precoordinate
more than one refueling.
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tankers to perform
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Appendix A
MIP83 Output

The intent of this appendix is to demonstrate how MIP83 (Mixed.
Integer Programming) integer programming package is used to perform the
scheduling task.

A Zenith Z-248, IBM-compatible, computer is used to

run the MIP83 program.

To demonstrate the use of MIP83,

of the inputs in the toy problem are used.

the scheduling

This chapter is not intended

to be a substitute for the MIP83 user's manual (15),

rather,

it is an

aid to better understand the use of MIP83 for the scheduling task.
All of the possible refuelings have been determined and assigned
variables.

The constraints and objective functions have been built.

The variables for the tankers and receivers are listed witT. a brief explanation Figure A.1 and A.2.
Something unique to MIP83 is that all of the variables used in the
the problem formulation must be listed in the objective function.
if

the variable is not part of the objective function it

assigned a coefficient value of zero.

requests

is listed and

Any variables in the objective

function contained within the double brackets is a binary,
variable.

Even

zero or one,

The first objective to minimize the number of unscheduled
(maximize

scheduled

requests).

The formulation

of the

objective function is as follows:
Minimize Unscheduled Requests

[[RI + R2 + R3 + RA + R5 + R6 + R7 + R8 + R9 + RIO + R11 + R12 + R13 +
R14 + 0 A1R3 + 0 AIR6 + 0 AIR6R16 + ... (the remaining variables that
are in the constraints) + 0 PC4Rl5 + 0 PC5 ])
A complete listing of the integer programming problem can be found
V
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I
at the end of this appendix.
Available Tankers
Earliest
Base
ARCT
ALTUS
1700
ALTUS
1400
BARKSDALE
1600
BARXSDALE
1200
BARKSDALE
1800
BARKSDALE
0800
CARSWELL
1100
CARSWELL
2330
CARSWELL
1500

Variable
Al
A2
B1
B2
B3
B4
Cl
C2
C3

Precoordinated Tankers
Precoord
Refuel Refuel
Base
Track
Time

Variable

PAl

ALTUS

PA2
PA3
PB4
PB5
PB3
PCI
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5

ALTUS
ALTUS
BARKSDALE
BARKSDALE
BARKSDALE
CARSWELL
CARSWELL
CARSWELL
CARSWELL
CARSWELL

Figure A.1

3 -E
330W
112W
101S
313N
112W
104E
102A
13W
112E
650

0
0
0
0
0
"0
0
0
0
2

35
30
44
20
30
30
35
30
30
30

Latest
ARCT
2400
2000
2000
1600
2200
2400
1400
0730
2000
ARCT
Window

o=0-•oo
2100-2100
1230-1430
1500-1500
2400-0200
2400-0200
1210-1610
1100-1100
2300-0100
0500-0700
1400-1600

Tanker Units Scheduling Information

The first integer problem is solved using the following command to
execute the MIP83 program:
C> MIP83 FIRSTOBJ ALTERNATE 1 ACTIVITY FIRSTOBJ.DAT COSTANALYSIS NO
MARGINANALYSIS NO SOLUTION NO CONSTRAINT NO
The integer problem's file name is FIRSTOBJ and the answer is placed in
file FIRSTOBJ.DAT.

The use of this command to execute the MIP83 program

causes the jolutions to be saved to a file in a format that permits easy
access by another program.
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Refueling Requests
Number
Refuel

Cate-

ARCT

Track

Time
7--0
20

Tankers
2

gory
A

Window
1300-1500

R2
R3

104E
650

0 30
3 00

1
1

A
B

2300-0100
0100-0300

R4
R5

13E
112W

0 30
0 30

1
1

A
A

1200-1200
1600-1800

R6
R7

330W
112E

0 35
0 30

1
2

A
B

1230-1430
1400-1600

R8
R9
R1(
RII
R12
R13
R14

1OIN
11BW
31OW
330E
112W
102A
11OE

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A
B
A
B
A
B
A

1400-1600
1200-1400
2300-0100
1630-1830
1430-1630
0830-1030
1300-1500

Refuel

Variable
RI

55
40
15
30
30
35
30

If available tanker 1 from Altus is to satisfy request 4 the
variable would be A1R4. Precoordinated tanker 3 from Barksdale is
satisfy request 6 first and then perform its precoordinated
refueling the variable assigned is R6PB3.
Figure A.2

Receiver units Scheduling Inputs

Upon solving the problem the solution file FIRSTOBJ appears as follows:
"

"R2
"R3
"R4
"R5

"

"
"

"

"R6
"R7

"o

"R8

"R9

"

2.0000
1.0000.
1.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,

0.0000
0.0000,
0.0000,

Title

<

Minimize Unscheduled Requests "

36, 174,
"
"RI

(number of constraints, number of
variables, value of objective

<
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

function)

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

<-

1.0000

(variable name, value assign

00.000,

1.0000

to the variable, coefficient

0.0000,

1.000

in the objective function)

The only thing of importance in the solution is the value of the
objective function.
2.0000.

For the first objective function the value is

This 2.0000 value means that two of the requests will be
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unsatisfied in the final schedule.

The remaining informatinn in the

file is of no relevant importance at this time,

second objective Zunction is formulated.
is

From this solution the

The aecond objective function

to minimize the number of category B requests that are unsatisfied.

The problem formulation Js oa follcw;,ý:
Minimize Category "B" Refuelings
H R3 + R7 + R9 + R11 + R13 + 0 Ri + 0 R2 + 0 R4 + 0 R5 + 0 R6 + 0 RS +
0 RIO + 0 R12 + 0 RIA + .-. (remaining variables that are found in the
constraints) + ... + 0 PC4R13 + 0 PC4 ]]

Unassiga:

R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 + R6 + R9 + RlO + R1I + R12 +
R13 + R14

-

2

Reqst 1:

RI -1

Reqst 2:

R2 - 1

Reqst 3:

R3 + AIR3 + B4R3 + C2R3 + R2IPB2 + AIRI2R3 +i B4RI2R3 + PA2R3
+ PC3R3 - I

(All of the remaining constraints)
The formulation for the second integer problem is similar to the
first, the only difference is the formulation of the objective function
and the addition of an extra constraint. All of the other constraints
are the same. The additional constraint in the second problem is the
objective function of the first problem set equal to its computed value.
The solution to the second problem is:

"Minimize Category "B" Eefuelings
36,
"Ri
"R2
"P2

174,

0.0000
1.0000,

0.0000

",

1.0000,

0.0000

"¼

0:0000,

0.0000
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I
The value of the objective function is zero.

A zero value means

that the minimum number of category B requests that are unsatisfied is

zero.

In other words, all of the category B requests can be satisfied.
The final objective is to schedule the tankers and request in such

a manner that it

minimizes the total flight time.

The objective

functions of the first two goals are included as constraints and set
equal to their respective values.

The objective function is made up of

the variables of the possible refuelings.

The coefficient assigned to

each variable is the amount of flight time required to perform the
refueling.

The problem appears as follows:

Minimize Flight time
[[0 R2 + 2.0333 AIR2 + 2.55 B4R2 + 1.7333 C2R2 + 3.8333 R2PB2 + 3.7
R2PC3 + 0 R3 + 6.0667 B4R3 + 5.2 CIR3 + 5.2 C3R3 + 0 R4 + 3.4667 B2R4 +
2.5667 C1R4 + 4.8 B2R4R7 + 4.8 B4R4R7 + 5.3333 B2R4R8 + 5.3333 B4R4R8 +
4.5333 C1R4R7 + 5.0833 CIR4R8 + 4.55 ClR4RI2 + 3.2167 R4PA3 + 5.15 R4PB1
+ 3.1667 R4PC1 + 0 R5 + 1.8333 AIR5 + 1.8333 A2R5 + 2.25 BiRS + 2.25
B4R5 + 2.1833 C3R5 + 4.55 A1R5R14 + 4.55 A2R5R14 + 4.1333 B1R5RI4 +
4.1333 B2R5R14 + 4.1333 B4R5RI4 + 4.5 C3R5R14 + 0 R6 + 3.2667 B4R6 +
2.75 CIR6 + 4.4167 B4R6R4 + 4.7333 B4R6R7 + 4.5167 B2R6RI2 + 4.5167
B4R6R12 + 4.2167 C1R6R7 + 4.2333 CIR6R12 + 3.4833 R6PA3 + 5.1 R6PB1 +
3.7333 R6PC1 + 2.45 A2R7 + 2.2167 B2R7 + 2.2167 B4R7 + 2.4 CIR7 + 3.7167
A2R7R5 + 4.85 A2R7R8 + 4.8667 A2R7RII + 2.75 A2R7R12 + 4.25 B2R7R5 +
4.25 B4R7R5 + 4.4 B2R7R8 + 4.4 B4R7R8 + 4.9333 B2R7RI1 + 4.9333 B4R7R1I
+ 3.2833 B2R7R12 + 3.2833 B4R7R12 + 3.9167 C1R7R5 + 4.7333 CIR7R8 +
4.9667 CIR7RI1 + 2.95 CIR7R12 + 2.8667 R7PA3 + 0 R8 + 2.6667 B2R8 +
2.6667 B4R8 + 3.4167 C3R8 + 4.1333 A2R8R5 + 5.3167 A2R8R11 + 4.1333
A2R8R12 + 5.2667 A2R8R14 + 3.85 BIR8R5 + 3.85 B2R8R5 + 3.85 B4R8R5 + 4.6
B2R8R11 + 4.6 B4R8RIl + 3.8833 B2RSR12 + 3.8833 B4R8R12 + 4.1833 B2R8R14
+ 4.1833 B4R8R14 + 4.0167 C3R8R5 + 4.0167 CIR8R12 + 4.9167 C3R8R14 + 0
R9 + 5.3167 A2R9R5 + 5.3167 R9PA3 +0 RIO + 2.9833 AiR10 + 4.0P33 AIRIOR2
+ 4.1167 B4RIOR2 + 4.65 RIOPB2 + 0 R11 + 2.35 A2Rll + 2.9 B2Rl1

B4R11 + 2.6833 C3R11

+ 2.9

+ 3.8833 A2R1iR14 + 4.0333 BIR11R14 + 4.0333

B4RIIRI4 + 0 R12 + 1.8333 A2R12 + 2.25 B2R12 + 2.25 B4R12 + 2.1833 C3R12

+ 2.9333 A2RI2R5 + 3.6333 A2R12R11 + 4.3 A2RI2R14 + 3.5167 BIR12R5 +
3.5167 B2R12R5 + 3.5167 B4R12R5 + 3.5833 B2R12RI1 + 3.5833 B4R12R1I +
4.1333 B1R12R14 + 4.1333 B2R12RI4 + 4.1333 B4R12R14 + 0 R13 + 1.7833
B4R13 + 4.95 B4RI3R4 + 4.5667 B4RI3R6 + 4.7167 R13PA3 + 3.7 R13PB3 + 3.6
R13PC1 + 0 R14 + 3.2833 AiR14 + 3.2833 A2R14 + 2.8667 BIR14 + 2.8667
B3R14 + 2.8667 B4RI4 + 3.3167 C3R14 + 4.45 R14PA2 + 1.9167 PAl + 3.7667
67

PAIR4 + 3.5833 PAMR6 + 3.4667 PA1R13 + 1.9833 PA2 + 4.1833 PA2R2 +
4.6667 PA2R1O + 1.5833 PA3 + 3.0833 PA3R5 + 5.1667 PA3R8 + 3.6333 PA3R11
+ 3.1 PA3R12 + 4.55 PA3R14 + 2.3167 PB1 + 4.45 PB1R5 + 3.9 PBMRS + 4.5
PB1R12 + 1.7167 PB2 + 2.0 PB3 + 4.7167 PB3R4 + 3.9167 PB3R6 + 2.65
PB3RI3 + 1.4833 PCi + 3.7833 PCIR5 + 3.6833 PC1R7 + 4.65 PCIR8 + 4.6667
PC1R11 + 3.3833 PClR12 + 1.9333 PC2 + 4.0833 PC2R6 + 3.5167 PC2R13
+2.1833 PC3 + 3.0167 PC3R2 + 3.9167 PC3R1O + 2.15 PC4 + 3.8167 PC4R13 +
4.45 PC5 ]) + [0 Ri + 0 R7]

Unassign: Ri + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 + R7 + R8 + R9 + RIO + Rll + R12 +
R13 + R14

a

2

Categ B : I R3 + 1 R7 + I R9 + 1 Rll + I R13 a 0
Reqst 1:

RI - 2

Reqst 2:

R2 + A1R2 + B4R2 + C2R2 + R2PB2 + R2PC3 + AIRIOR2 + B4RIOR2 +.
PA2R2 + PC3R2 - 1

Reqst 3:

R3 + B4R3 + CIR3 + C3R3 - 1

(All of the remaining constraints)
When this integer problem is solved,
schedule.

Not only is the value of the objective important, but also

the value of each of the variables.
of one,

the refueling is scheduled.

scheduled.

the final solution is the

If a variable is assigned a value
A value of zero indicates it is not

The value of the objective function is the total amount of

flight time to accomplish the refuelings..
The final solution is found in figure A.3a and A.3b.

As part of

the solution the number of constraints in the problem is listed.
last 38 entries in the solution represent the constraints.

The

Listed is

the label of the constraint, the actual value of the constraint in the
final solution,

and the value assigned the constraint when it

entered into the integer program.

was

Notice (figure A.ib) that for Altus

Al, Barks Bi, Barks B2, and Barks B3 are assigned a value of zero in the
68

final solution.

Each one of these labels represents a constraint for an

available tanker in the integer problem.

By being a3signed a value of

zero the tanker is unscheduled.
The tankers and requests are scheduled as follows:
Unsatisfied Requests: Ri, R2
Scheduled Refueling:

Variable Identifier

Flight time

C2R3
C3R4
R5PC1
R8PA3

1.7333
5.2000
3.1667
2.8667

C1R9R14

2.9500

A2R11R6
B4R13R16
PA1R7
PA2
PB1RlO
PB2

5.3167
4.0333
3.5833
1.9833
3.9000
1.7167

PB3RI5
PC2

2.6500
1.9333

PC3R12
PC4

3.9167
2.1500

PC5

Total Flight Time:

4.4500

51.55 hours

Available tankers that were IULoscheduled. Al, BI, B2,
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This Is the entire integer programm~ing problem for the third objective,
to zi~nimiuze the total flight time:
Requt 4:

R4 +. B2R4 + C1Rk& + B2R4R7 + B4R4R7 + B2R4RS + B4R4RS + C1R4R7
C1R4R8 + C1R4R1Z + R4PA3 + R4PB1 + R4PCl + B4R6R4 + B4R13R4
PAIR4 + PB3R4 w 1

+
+

R~eqst 5:

R5 + AlR5 + A2R5 + MIR5 + B4R5 + C3R5 + AIR5R14 + A2R5R14 +
BlR5R14 + B2R5R14 + B4R5R14 + C3RSRI4 + A2R7R5 + A2R8R5 +
A2R9R.5 + MURMR + B2R7R5 + 34R7R5 + B1R8R5 + B2R8R.5 + B4R8R5
+ B1R12R5 + B2R12R5 + B4RI2R5 + CURMR + C3R8R5 + PA3R5 +
PBl.R5 +PClR5 - 1

Reqst 6:

R6 + B4R6 + ClR6 + B4R6R4 + B4R6R7 + B2R6R12 +- B4R6R12 +C1R6R7 + C1R6R12 + R6PA3 + R6PB1 + R6PC1 + B4R13R6 + PAlR6 +
PB3R6 + PC2R6 - 1

Reqst 7:
A2R7R12

R7 + A2R7 + B2R7 + B4R7 + C1R7 + A2R7R5 + AMU7R + A2IR7R11 +
+ B4R7R5 + B2R7R8 + B4R7R8 + B2R7RI1 +
B4R7Rl1 + B2R7R12 + B4R7R12 +- C1R7R5 + ClR7R8 + C1R7R11 +
C1R7R12 + R7PA3 + BMW4R + BOW4R + B4R6R7 + CIR4R7 +~C1R6R7 +
PC1R7 = 2

+B2R7R5

Reqst 8! R8 + B2R8 + 34R8 + C3R8 + A2R8R5 + A2RR11 + A2.R8R12 + A2H8R14
+ BlR8R5 + 82R8R5 + B4R8R5 + B2R9Rl1 + B4R8R11 + KUMR1 +
B4RSRl2 + B2R8R.14 + B4R8R14 + C3R8R5 + ClR8R12 + C3R8R14 +
A2R7R8 + B2R4R8 + B4R4R8 +- B2R7RB + B4R7R8 + C1RAR8 + CIR7RB +
PA.3R8 + PBIRB + PC1RB
1
Reqst 9:

R9 + A2R9R5 + R9PA3

a1

Reqst 10: RIC+i AIRlO + A1RIOR2 + B4RIOR2 + R1OPB2 + PA2R1O + PC3R1.

1.

Reqst 11: RII + A2R11 + B2R11 + B4R11 +i C3Rl1 + A2R11R14 + BlRlIR14 +B4R11R14 + A2R7R1l + A2R8R11 +- A2R12R1J. + B2R7R1I + 34R7R11 +
B2R8R11 + B4R8R11 + B2R12R11 + B4R12R11 + C1R7Rl1 + PA3R11 +
PClRl1 w 1
Reqst 12: R12 + A2R12 + B2R12 + B4R12 + C3R12 + A2R12R5 + A2R12R11
A2R12R14 + K1RIMR + B2R12R5 + B4RI2R5 + B2R12R1I + B4R12R11
B1R12R14 + B2R12-R14 + B4R12R14 + A2R7R12 + A2R8R12 + B2R6R12
B4fl6RI2 + B2R7R12 + B4R7R12 + B2R8R12 + B4RBR12 + C1R4R12
C1R6R12 + C1R7R12 + C1R8RI2 + PA3R12 + PB1R12 + PC1R12 a 1

+
+
+
+

Reqst 13: R13 + B4R13 + B4R13R4 + B4R13R6 + R13PA3 + R13PB3 + R13PCI +
PA1R13 + PB3R13 + PC2R13 + PC4R13
1
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Reqst 14: R14 + AIR14 + A2R14 + BIR14 + B3R14 + B4R14 + C3R14 + R14PA2 +
AlR5R14 + A2R5R14 + A2R8R14 + A2R11Rl4 + A2R12R14 + BlR5R14 +
B2R5R14 + B4R5R14 + B2R8R14 + B4R8R14 + BIR11R14 + B4R11RI4 +
IB1R12Rl4 + B2R12R14 +i B4R12R14 + C3RSR14 + C3R8R14 + PA3R14
= 1

Altu~s Al: AIR2 + AlR5 + AIR10 + AlRlOR2 + AlR14 + A1R5R14

<.

1

Alt~us A2. A2R5 + A2R5R14 + A2R7 + A2R7R5 + A2R7R8 + A2R7R1 + A2R7R12 +
A2R8R5 + A2R8R11 + A2RBR12 + A2R8R14 + A2R9R5 + A2Rll +
A2R1lRl4 + A2R12R5 + A24Rl2R1l + A2R12R14 + A2R14 <. I
Barks Bi: BlR5 + BlR5Rl4 + BlR8R5 + BlRllR14 + BIR12RlL + BIR14

<.n

1

Barks B2: B2R4 + B2R4R7 + fl2R4R8 + B2R5R14 + B2R6R12 + B2R7 + B2R7R5 +
B2R7R8 + B2R7R11 + B2R7R12 + B2R8 + BUM8R + B2R8Rll + B2R8R12
+ B2Rl2Rl4<(m 1
*.82R8Rl4 + B2RL]. + B2R12 + B2RI2R5 + BKRUMR
Barks B3: B3R14

<w

I

Barks B4: B4R2 + 34R3 + B4R4R7 + B4R4R8 + B4RS + B4R5R14 + B4R6 + B4R6R4
+ B4R6R7 +i B4R6R12 + B4R7 + B4R7R5 + B4R7R8 + B4R7R11 +
B4R7Rl2 B4R8 + B4R8R5 +. B4R8RI1 + B4R8R12 + B4R8R14 + B4R1OR2
+~B4RIl + B4R11Rl4 + B4R12 + B4R12R5 + B4R12Rl1 + B4R12R14 +
B4R13 + B4Rl3R4 + B4R13R6 + R4R14 (a 1

Carsw CI: C1R3 + CLR4 + CIR4R7 + C1R4R8 + C1R4Rl2 + C1R6 + C1R6R7 +
ClR6Ri12 + ClR7 + CIR7R5 + C1R7R8 + CIR7R1I + C1R7R12 + C1R8R12
Carsw C2: C2R2

Carw

<- 1

3:CSR3 +

+C3R8R14
35;;+;IIR5;O1: + 3R8 +?3R8R5

+ C3RI1 +

Precrd Al: PB2 + RPB2 + AR6 +P AIR13 1
Precrd A,3: PA3 + PA3R5 + PA3R6

+

PB3R13

+R1ZPB3

+1AR4+

4A

Precrd Cl: PCI + PC1R5 + PC1R7 + PC1R8 + PCR1R1 + PClR12 + R4PCI + R6PC1
+-R13PC1 - 1
P.recrd C2: PC2 + PC2R6 + PC2R13

1
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lkecrd C3: PC3 + PC3R2

+PC3R1O

+R2R03

0rcr
4: PC4 + PC4R313
Precrd C5: P05

1

-1
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Appendix B
Preprocessor Algorithm
Presented

in this appendix is

an algorithm for developing the

preprocessor,
Available Tanker SatisfyinR One Request

This algorithm determines the possible refuelings for an available
tanker satisfying a single request.
1.

Take first available tanker's base.

2.

Go to step 4.

3.

Take next available tanker's base.
STOP.

4.

Take first request's refueling area.

5.

Go to step 7.

6.

Take next request's refueling area.
areas go to step 3.

7.

Can base perform a refueling at the refueling area?
Flight time from the

there are no more bases

If

If

there are no more refueling

< Maximum allowable flight

time to the ARCP

oase to ARCP

Flight time from area's end < Maximum allowable flight time from
the end refueling point to the base
refueling point to the base
Flight time from the base to
the ARCP plus flight time

<

Maximum allowable flight time from
the sum of the flight times to the

from area's end refueling

ARCP plus the flight time to return

point to base

from the end refueling point

If any of these conditions is not met, the tanker's at the base
If
cannot perform a refueling at the request's area, go to step 6.
all the conditions are met, compare each tanker at the base to each
request at the refueling area.
8.

Take first available tanker at the base.

9.

Go to step 11.
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If there are no more tankers return to

10.

Take next available tanker.
step 6.

11.

Take first request at the area.

12.

Take next request.
10.

13.

Can tanker satisfy the request?

go t- step 13.

If there are iio more requests, return to step

Available tanker's earliest ARCT < Request's latest ARCT
Available tanker's latest ARCT > Request's earliest ARCT
Total mission length

< Maximum allowable mission length

If any of the constraints are not met, the tanker cannot satisfy
the request, go to step 12.
xe tanker and request are a possible
If all constraints are met, ..
refueling. Go to step 12.
Available Tanker Satisivin• Two Requests
This algorithm de rmines all the requests that can be paired
together for later use ý.n determining the possible refuelings for an
available tanker satir ins two requests.
Reference is made to a first list and a second list.
identical copies of the request's file.
1.

Take first refueling area in first list.

2.

Go to step 4.

3.

Take next refueling area in first list.
areas, go to step 17.

4.

Take first refueling area in second list.

5.

Go to step 7.

6.

Take next refueling area in second list.
areas in the second list, go to step 3.

7.

Can a refueling 1 performed at ar-

Both lists are

If there are no more

If there are no more
PA then at area 2?

! end refueling .- Maximum allowable flight
Flight time from
time between refueling
point of the firs: area to the ARCP
area
of the second refueling area
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If the refueling areas satisfy the constraint than continue.
not, go to step 6.

8.

Take first request from the first refueling area.

9.

Go to step 11.

10.

Take next request from the first refueling area.
more requests, go to step 6.

11.

Take first request from the second refueling area.

12.

Go to step 14.

13.

Take next request from the second refueling area.
more request, go to step 10.

14.

Compare air refueling control times.

If

If there are no

If there are no

(first request's earliest ARCT) + (first request's refueling time)
+ (flight time to second request's ARCP) + (orbit time)
requests latest ARCP

K Second

(first request's latest ARCT) + (first request's refueling time) +
(maximum allowable flight time between refueling areas) + (orbit
time) > Second request's earliest ARCT
If the constraints are satisfied, than the requests are a request
pair. If either of these constraints are not met, go to step 13.
15.

Determine new ARCT windows for the first request.
Earliest Possible ARCT for the first request - second request's
earliest ARCM + [(orbit time at second ARCP) + (maximum
allowable flight time between refueling areas) + (first
request's refueling time)]
If the first request's earliest ARCT is earlier than the computed
earliest possible ARCT, the request's earliest ARCT is set equal to
the earliest possible ARCT. If it is not earlier, it is left
unchanged.

Latest possible ARCT for the first request - Second request's
latest ARCT - ((orbit time at second ARCP) + (flight time from
first request's end refueling point to second request's ARCP)
+ (first request's refueling time)]
If the first request's latest ARCT is later than the latest
possible ARCT, the request's latest ARCT is set equal to the latest
If it is not later, it is left unchanged.
possible ARCT.

O7
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These newly computed ARCTs for the first request only apply to the
request pair. If the same request is compared to another request
the original ARCTs are used.
16.

Go to step 13.

17.

Gc through the list of all of the possible refueling pairs and
identify any pairs in which the requests in both pair are identical

but in different order (e.g.,. pair (1,2) and pair (2,1)).
each of the requests in the pairs.

18.

Record

STOP
This algorithm determines the refuelings in which an available

tanker can satisfy two requests.

This is done by comparing the

available tankers to the computed request pairs.
1.

Take first

2.

Go to step 5.

3.

Take next available tanker's base.

available tanker's base.

If there are no more tanker

bases, go to 16
4.

Take first first

5.

Go to step 7.

6.

Take next request pair having a different refueling area for the
first request than the previous request pair. If there are no more
request pairs, go to step 3.

7.

Can the base perform a refueling at the refueling area of the first
request in the pair?

request pair.

flight time from base
to the ARCP of the
first
refueling area

<

maximum allowable flight time
from the base to the ARCP

If the base satisfies the constraint, then, the base will be
compared to each of the request pairs having the same first

refueling area.
8.

If the constraint is not satisfied, go to step 6.

Go to step 10.

9.

Take next request pair that has the same refueling area for the
first request as the previous request pair.
If there are no other
request pairs having the same refueling for the first request, go
to step 6.

10.

Can the base perform a refueiing at both refueling area for the
first and second request in the request pair?
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flight time from second
end refueling point to
the base
total non-refueling time
toqal mission length

< maximum allowable time from the
end refueling point to the base
< maximum allowable non-refueling time
< maximum mission length

If the base satisfies these constraints, then each of the tankers
at the base are compared to the refueling pair. If the base does
not satisfy the constraint, go to step 9.
11.

Take the first available tanker at the base.

12.

Go to step 14.

13. Take next available tanker at the base.
tankers at the base, go to step 9.
14.

If there are no more

Compare ARCTs between the tanker and the first request.
available tanker's earliest ARCT < request's latest ARCT
available tanker's latest ARCT • request's earliest ARC1'
If the constraints are satisfied, than, the tanker and the request
pair are a possible refueling.

15.

Go to step 13.

16.

Take the list of request pairs, identified in the algorithm for
finding request pairs, having the same requests in the pair but in
different order. Determine if there are any available tankers that
a possible refueling has been determined for one of these request
pairs and its opposite request pair. If the. case exits determine
which possible refueling has the lowest total mission flight time
and discard the other possible refueling.

17.

STOP

Precoordinated Tanker Performing Its Precoordinated Refuelina and
Satisfying a Request

Before the precoordinated tankers are compared to the request the
first thin to be determined is all of the precoordinated tankers that
can not satisfy a request.
This algorithm determines all of the preccordinated tankers that
can perform their precoordinsted refueling and satisfy a request.
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1,

Take first precoordinated tanker.

2.

Go to step 4.

3.

Take next precoordinated tanker.
nated tankers, go to step 6.

4.

Compare flight time to 4nd fiom precoordinated area.
flight time ft"om base ti
pretoordinated refueling
area

If there are no more precoordi-

maximum allowable flight time
from base to ARCP

<

flight time from precoordi- < maximum allowable flight time
from end refueling point to
nate's end refueling point
to base
the base
The maximum allowable flight times are those for a double
refueling.
If either of these constraints are not adhered to, the
precoordinated tanker can only perform its precoordinated

refueling.

If it does meet the constraints, then it is added to a

list of. precoordinated tankers that can satisfy a request. It is
this list that will be used to compared with the li&Z of requests.
5.

(~o to step 3.

6.

STOP.

This algorithm computes all of the possible refueling combinations
of a precoordinatcd tanlker periormirni its precoordinated refueling and

then satisfying a request.

Wheii the term "tanker" is used, it refers to

the precrordixuited tanker and its precoordinated refueling.
I.

Take first precoordinate tanker's base.

2.

Go to st-ý.2 4.

3.

Take next precoordinate'. base.

If there are no other precoordi-

nate tanker bases, go to stop 28.
4.

Take first refueling atea.

5.

Go to step 7.

6.

Take next refueling area. If there are no other
refueling areas, go to step 3.

7.

Set precoord-first-flag to "on."
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8.

Can base perform a refueling at the request's refueling area?
flight time from the
request's refueling
area to the base

< maximum allowable flight time
from the end refueling point
to the base

If this constraint is satisfied then each tanker at the
precoordinated base is compared to each request for the area. If
the constraint is not satisfied. set precoord-first-flag to "off",
and go to step 17.
9.

Take first tanker at the base.

10.

Go to step 12.

11.

Take next precoordinated tanker at the base.
tankers at the base, go to step 17.

12.

Take first request at the refueling area.

13.

Go to step 15.

14.

Take next request at the refueling area.
requests at the area, go to step 11.

15.

Can the tanker perform its precoordinated refueling first and then
satisfy the request?
a.

If there are no other

If there are no more

ARCT compatibility between the tanker and the request?
(tanker's earliest ARCTr) + (tanker's refueling time) + (flight
time to request's ARCP) + (orbit time) < request's latest ARCT
(tanker's latest ARCT) + (tanker's refueling time) + (maximum
allowable flight time between refueling areas) + (orbit time)
> request's earliest ARCT
If both constraints are not satisfied, go to step 14.

b.

Any flight time limitations exceeded?
flight time from the end
refueling point of the
tanker's area to the
request's ARCP

< Maximum allowable flight
time between refueling areas

If the constraint is not satisfied, go to step 14.
total non-refueling
flight time

<
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maximum allowable nonrefueling flight time

I
If this constraint is not satisfied, go to step 14.
total mission length
If

16.

this constraint is

<

maximum mission length

not satisfied,

go to step 14.

Tanker and request are considered to be a possible refueling,
step 14.

go to

The following algorithm determines the precoordinated tankers that
can satisfy a request first
and then perform its
precoordinated
refueling.
Many of the steps here are similar to those for the
precoordinated tanker performing its precoordinated refueling first.
17.

Can base perform a refueling at the request's refueling area?
flight time from the <
base to the request'sARCP

maximum allowable flight time
from the base to the first
ARCP

If this constraint is satisfied then each tanker at the
precoordinated base is compared to each request for the area.
the constraint is not satisfied, go. to step 3.
tanker at the base.

18.

Take first

19.

Go to step 21.

20.

Take next precoordinated tanker at the base.
tankers at the base, go to step 26.

21.

Take first request at the refueling area.

22.

Go to step 24.

23.

Take next request at the refueling area.
requests at the area, go to step 20.

24.

Can the tanker satisfy the request first and then perform its
precoordinated refueling?
a.

If

If

If

there are no other

there are no more

ARCT compatibility between the tanker and the request?
(request's earliest ARCT) + (request's refueling time) +
(flight time to tanker's ARCP) + (orbit time) < tankers
latest ARCr
(request's latest ARCT) + (request's refueling time) +
(maximum allowable flight time between refueling areas) +
(orbit time) > tanker's earliest ARCT
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If both constraints~are not satisfied. go to step 14.

b.

Any flight time limitations exceeded?
flight time from the end
refueling point for the

< Maximum allowable flight
time between refueling areas

request to the ARCP for
the tanker

If the constraint is not satisfied, go to step 23.
total non-refueling
flight time

< maximum allowable non-refueling flight time

If this constraint is not satisfied, go to step 23.
total mission length

<

maximum mission length

If this constraint is not satisfied, go to step 23.

25.

Tanker and request are considered to be a possible refueling, go to
step 23.

26.

If the precoord-first-flag is "off", go to step 3. If it is "on",
compare all of the possible refuelings for the base and the
refueling area. Determine if there are any possible refuelings
where a precoordinated tanker can satisfy the same request either
before or after it performs its precoordinated refueling. If there
are, determine which of the scenarios has the longest mission
length and discard it.. It is no longer considered to be a possible
refueling.

27.

Go to step 3.

28.

STOP.
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